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Chapter 10 

Methodology:  Relative Benefit Estimation Techniques  
 

 

The core objective of this study is to assess government structure alternatives in terms of their 

financial benefit relative to Australia's current federal system, or relative financial benefit, or 

just relative benefit, for short.  Chapter 10 describes the techniques employed to estimate such 

relative benefits for selected government structures as defined in Chapter 9 and listed in Table 

10-1 below. 

 
This chapter has nine sections.  The first defines the relative expenditure (RE), relative benefit 

(RB), and relative cost (RC) of government structures, and the relationships among RE, RB and 

RC in dollar, percentage and per capita terms.  Dollar estimates are expressed in billions of 

dollars per annum ($bpa), and per capita figures in dollars per person per annum ($pppa).  The 

second section introduces the numerical techniques employed to estimate the relative 

expenditures and relative benefits of government structures.  The third describes the STU-based 

per capita benchmarking technique, or STU-based PCB technique or just PCB technique for 

short, which is used to estimate the relative expenditures and benefits of Fewer States Current 

Local (FSC) models – based on NSW, VIC and QLD, New States Current Local (NSC) models 

– based on WA, SA, TAS and NT, and Regional States (RS) models – based on the ACT.  The 

next four sections describe several regression techniques employed to obtain RE and RB 

estimates for Unification (DNC and NCL) and Functional Transfer (FTC) models, as follows: 
 

• the linear regression (LR) technique; 
 

• four non-linear regression techniques, these being the quadratic regression (QR), quadratic 
regression tangential extension (QT), power regression (PR), and power regression 
tangential extension (PT) techniques; 

 

• five composite regression (CR) techniques which use the results from the linear and non-
linear regression techniques in various combinations; and 

 

• progressive amalgamation (PA) techniques. 
 

The eighth section describes how DNC model relative benefit estimates are used for NCL and 

FTC models.  The ninth section then introduces two measures of overall relative benefit – 

partial total relative benefit (TOT) and full total relative benefit (FTOT) – which provide 

combined sum totals of private sector relative benefit and public sector relative benefit. 
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Descriptions of RB estimation techniques are accompanied by details of various statistical 

methods and results that can be employed to check the accuracy and precision of the estimates 

calculated.  The main "higher level" outputs sought by the core objective are the relative benefit 

estimates displayed in Chapters 11 to 13.  Chapter 10 presents various "lower level" outputs of 

the various numerical techniques employed, and refers to more detailed presentations of such 

results in several appendices, including graphical representations of the expenditure versus 

population relationships examined and direct outputs of the various regression techniques 

employed in the form of regression equation coefficients and goodness of fit indices. 

 
 
Relative Benefits of Government Structures 
 
This study attempts to estimate the merits of various government structure models (MOD), 

relative to Australia's current model of government (MOD = CU), in terms of financial 

expenditure, cost and benefit criteria. 

 
Previous efforts (Drummond 1995; 1998; 2002) have expressed financial estimates for various 

government structures as cost savings, and for the 18 public sector expenditure categories, 

relative benefit estimates can indeed be considered cost savings estimates.  Unification – or the 

abolition of State governments – has often been discussed in terms of the cost savings that might 

be achieved by eliminating a level of government and associated bureaucracy, regulation and so 

on.  Government structure reforms in practice do not always generate cost savings foreseen in 

theory, however, as was acknowledged in Chapter 3 in relation to local government 

amalgamations. 

 
Government structure reform options should be assessed here in an even-handed manner that 

acknowledges the possibilities of more expensive structures and less expensive structures, and 

of net costs as well as well as net benefits.  Measures of net financial cost or benefit should also 

be meaningfully applicable to the private and public sectors alike.  In the public sector, savings 

and cost or expenditure reductions are generally acknowledged as beneficial in terms of 

reducing taxpayer burdens, all else being equal at least.  In the private sector, however, 

increased expenditure levels, reflecting economic growth or expansion, are generally seen as 

beneficial, all else being equal. 

 
This study seeks to remain even-handed with respect to the often heated debates in political and 

economic circles on taxation levels, taxation versus government services, government size or the 
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size of the state, public versus private ownership, and so on.  Estimates established herein 

suggest that some government structure reform options may generate significant savings within 

the public sector.  And such savings could be used as a basis to (1) decrease taxation whilst 

maintaining more or less current standards of public service provision, (2) raise standards of 

public service provision whilst more or less maintaining current taxation levels, or (3) a 

combination of (1) and (2) as just described.  Whilst these three broad options are acknowledged, 

this thesis will not seek to promote any particular manner of dealing with any financial benefits 

that might arise in any particular government structure. 

 
To improve on one-sided and limited measures such as cost savings, three closely related 

measures are defined in this chapter to assess the financial merits of reformed government 

structure models: relative expenditure (RE), relative benefit (RB) and relative cost (RC).  

Relative benefit estimates are called for in the core objective and reported most extensively in 

Chapters 11 to 13, but it is advantageous to first define relative expenditure in dollar, percentage 

and per capita terms, and then define relative benefit in terms of relative expenditure, and 

relative cost as simply the negative of relative benefit.  Relative benefit and relative expenditure, 

as defined below, are identical for private sector CATs and simply the negative of one another 

for public sector CATs, so it is convenient in practice to first calculate RE and then establish the 

corresponding RB estimate as simply RB = RE or RB = –RE for private and public sector CATs 

respectively.  Reflecting such practical and definitional conveniences, this chapter focuses on 

the formulas used to establish RE estimates. 

 
Relative benefit, expenditure and cost measures will generally be used to assess government 

structure models (MOD) relative to Australia's current government structure (MOD = CU), but 

these relative measures can also be defined in terms of any government structure transformation 

defined in Chapter 9, such that the initial government structure considered may differ from 

Australia's current structure.  Relative benefit is hence also defined here for a generalised 

government structure transformation from an initial model MOD1 to a final model MOD2. 

 

Relative Expenditure 
 
The Australia-wide estimated annual relative expenditure (REAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,EST,Y), or relative 

expenditure for short (with "Australia-wide", "estimated" and "annual" assumed here), of a 

particular government structure model (MOD), in a given expenditure category (CAT), at 

government level(s) LEV, as calculated using estimation technique EST, in financial year(s) Y, 

will be defined as the Australia-wide estimated annual expenditure (EEAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,EST,Y) of 
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that model relative to the known Australia-wide actual annual expenditure (AEAUS,CAT,LEV,Y) of 

Australia's current model (MOD = CU), as follows: 
 

REAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,EST,Y = EEAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,EST,Y – AEAUS,CAT,LEV,Y  ...[10.1a] 

 
Where: REAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,EST,Y is the Australia-wide estimated annual relative 

expenditure, or relative expenditure (RE) for short, of government structure 
model MOD, in expenditure category CAT, at government level(s) LEV, as 
calculated using estimation technique EST, in financial year(s) Y; 

 

EEAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,EST,Y is the Australia-wide estimated annual expenditure, or 
estimated expenditure (EE) for short, of model MOD, in expenditure category 
CAT, at government level(s) LEV, as calculated using estimation technique EST, 
in financial year(s) Y; 

and 
AEAUS,CAT,LEV,Y = the Australia-wide actual annual expenditure, or actual 
expenditure (AE) for short, of Australia's current model of government (MOD = 
CU), in expenditure category CAT, at government level(s) LEV, in financial 
year(s) Y. 

 

The categorical variables MOD (government structure model), CAT (expenditure category), 

LEV (government level) and Y (year) have been defined previously in Chapters 6, 7 and 9. 

 
Expression [10.1a] is a standard relative value formula, or, equivalently, a standard numerical 

difference formula, and without subscripts reduces to simply: 
 

RE = EE – AE   ...[10.1b] 

 
The AEAUS,CAT,LEV,Y values employed here, as presented in Chapter 8, have been obtained from 

the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) and are hence known values rather than estimates as 

such, though they will typically be less than perfectly accurate given various data limitations 

affecting ABS data.  So with actual expenditures (AEAUS,CAT,LEV,Y = AE) known, estimated 

expenditures (EEAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,EST,Y = EE) are the only figures required to establish relative 

expenditure estimates and then relative benefit estimates for the government structure models 

considered.  The central role of this chapter is to explain the techniques used to determine such 

estimated expenditures. 

 

Relative Percentage Expenditure 
 
A percentage measure, Australia-wide estimated annual relative percentage expenditure (RE%), 

or relative percentage expenditure for short, is also defined, as follows: 
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    100
AE

AEEE
%RE

Y,AUS,LEV,CAT

Y,AUS,LEV,CATY,EST,LEV,CAT,MOD,AUS
Y,EST,LEV,CAT,MOD,AUS ×

−
=      ...[10.2a] 

or, with [10.1a]: 

100
AE

RE
%RE

Y,AUS,LEV,CAT

Y,EST,LEV,CAT,MOD,AUS
Y,EST,LEV,CAT,MOD,AUS ×=        ...[10.2b] 

 
Expression [10.2a] is a standard percentage difference formula which, along with [10.2b], 

reduces to the following without subscripts: 
 

100
AE
RE100

AE
AEEE%RE ×=×

−
=    ...[10.2c] 

 

Relative Per Capita Percentage Expenditure 
 
Relative expenditures can also be expressed in per capita terms (in dollars per person per annum, 

or $pppa).  Australia-wide estimated annual relative per capita expenditure (re, in lowercase), 

or relative per capita expenditure for short, is defined as follows, where PAUS,Y is Australia's 

population in financial year Y: 
 

Y,AUS

Y,EST,LEV,CAT,MOD,AUS
Y,EST,LEV,CAT,MOD,AUS P

RE
re =     ...[10.3a] 

or, with [10.1a] again: 

Y,AUS

Y,EST,LEV,CATY,EST,LEV,CAT,MOD,AUS
Y,EST,LEV,CAT,MOD,AUS P

AEEE
re

−
=  ...[10.3b] 

 
Expressions [10.1a], [10.2a] and [10.3b] above show that positive RE, RE% and re values 

indicate a government structure model in which estimated expenditures (EE) are greater than the 

actual expenditures (AE) arising under Australia's current government structure, whereas 

negative values indicate a model in which estimated expenditures are less than the actual 

expenditures arising under the current structure. 

 
Relative expenditure (RE), as defined above, is an even-handed and value neutral descriptor 

which is meaningfully applicable to public and private sectors alike.  But as was discussed 

earlier, such relative expenditure estimates generally have different meanings in the public and 

private sectors.  For the public sector, expenditure generally refers to public sector expenses or 

outlays.  For the private sector, however, expenditure refers to household, business and other 

private sector expenditures.  Whilst negative RE values will generally reflect beneficial cost 
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savings, efficiency gains and waste reductions in public sector expenditure categories, in private 

sector expenditure categories such negative values would generally reflect economic contraction 

and a reduction in overall and per capita wealth.  Similarly, positive RE values in public sector 

expenditure categories will generally reflect a more costly and less beneficial system, whilst in 

private sector expenditure categories such positive RE values would generally indicate 

beneficial economic expansion and increased wealth. 

 

Relative Benefit and Relative Cost 
 
Relative benefit (RB) and relative cost (RC) are two additional relative measures which are 

defined here to address the differing meanings of positive and negative RE values in the public 

and private sectors and hence provide an overall measure of net benefit or cost.  The Australia-

wide estimated annual relative benefit (RB), or relative benefit for short, of a model (MOD), for 

given CAT, LEV, EST and Y, is defined here as relative expenditure itself for private sector 

expenditure categories (CAT = CATPRI ∈  CATPRI, as defined in Chapter 9), and as the negative 

of relative expenditure for public sector expenditure categories (CAT = CATPUB ∈  CATPUB).  

So for private sector expenditure categories (CAT = CATPRI ∈  CATPRI, with LEV = ALL in all 

cases as previously explained in Chapter 6): 
 

RBAUS,MOD,CATPRI,ALL,EST,Y = REAUS,MOD,CATPRI,ALL,EST,Y  ...[10.4a] 

 
And for public sector expenditure categories (CAT = CATPUB ∈  CATPUB, with no restrictions 

on LEV, again as explained in Chapter 6): 
 

RBAUS,MOD,CATPUB,LEV,EST,Y = –REAUS,MOD,CATPUB,LEV,EST,Y  ...[10.4b] 

 
The Australia-wide estimated annual relative percentage benefit (RB%) of a government 

structure model, or relative percentage benefit for short, is defined by an expression equivalent 

to [10.2b] for relative percentage expenditures, as follows for both private and public sector 

CATs: 

100
AE

RB
%RB

Y,AUS,LEV,CAT

Y,EST,LEV,CAT,MOD,AUS
Y,EST,LEV,CAT,MOD,AUS ×=   ...[10.5] 

 
The Australia-wide estimated annual relative per capita benefit (rb, in lowercase), or relative 

per capita benefit for short, is similarly given by an expression equivalent to [10.3a] for relative 

per capita expenditures, again for private and public sector CATs alike: 
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Y,AUS

Y,EST,LEV,CAT,MOD,AUS
Y,EST,LEV,CAT,MOD,AUS P

RB
rb =    ...[10.6] 

 
Relative percentage benefit and relative per capita benefit can also be expressed as in [10.4a] 

and [10.4b] above, as follows: 
 

RB%AUS,MOD,CATPRI,ALL,EST,Y = RE%AUS,MOD,CATPRI,ALL,EST,Y   ...[10.7a] 
 
RB%AUS,MOD,CATPUB,LEV,EST,Y = –RE%AUS,MOD,CATPUB,LEV,EST,Y  ...[10.7b] 
 
rbAUS,MOD,CATPRI,ALL,EST,Y = reAUS,MOD,CATPRI,ALL,EST,Y    ...[10.8a] 

and 
rbAUS,MOD,CATPUB,LEV,EST,Y = –reAUS,MOD,CATPUB,LEV,EST,Y   ...[10.8b] 

 

In practice, as noted earlier, it is most convenient to first calculate RE, RE% and re estimates 

and then use the simple results [10.4a], [10.4b], [10.7a], [10.7b], [10.8a] and [10.8b] above to 

determine the corresponding RB, RB% and rb estimates ultimately sought. 

 
Positive and negative RB values, as defined, reflect substantive net benefit and net cost 

respectively, in public and private sectors alike, as intuitively and commonly understood.  

Australia-wide estimated annual relative cost (RC), or relative cost for short, is hence defined as 

simply the negative of relative benefit, as follows in dollar, percentage and per capita terms: 
 

RCAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,EST,Y = –RBAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,EST,Y   ...[10.9] 
 

RC%AUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,EST,Y = –RB%AUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,EST,Y  ...[10.10] 
and 

rcAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,EST,Y = –rbAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,EST,Y   ...[10.11] 

 
The relative benefit estimates summarised in Chapters 11 to 13, and presented in full in 

accompanying appendices, are calculated using results [10.1a] through [10.6] as above – 

especially [10.1a], [10.4a], [10.4b], [10.5] and [10.6].  Relative cost (RC), whilst defined here, is 

clearly unnecessary and redundant given the definition of relative benefit (RB), and is generally 

not used any further.  It suffices to note that RB and RC are the negatives of each other, so a 

negative relative benefit indicates a positive relative cost. 

 
Table 10-1 lists the relative benefit estimate expressions for Australia's current government 

structure and the nine alternative government structure models considered henceforth, with 

models expressed in basic government structure notation (with the MOD designator underlined).  

Table 10-1 also lists the relative benefit estimation techniques used for each model. 
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Table 10-1: Relative Expenditure Notation for Models of Particular Interest 

Model 
(MOD) 

Relative Expenditure Expression 
(RBAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,EST,Y) Example or Other Comments Estimation 

Techniques Used 

CU RBAUS,CU,CAT,LEV,EST,Y 

RBAUS,CU,CAT,LEV,EST,Y = 0 follows from the 
definition of RE and RB as in [10.1a], [10.4a] 
and [10.4b] above with 
EEAUS,CU,CAT,LEV,EST,Y = AEAUS,CAT,LEV,Y 
for Australia's current government structure 

not needed as zero by 
definition 

NSC RBAUS,NSC(NS ≥  9),CAT,LEV,EST,Y 
RBAUS,NSC(NS = 10),CAT,LEV,EST,Y for a system 
with two New States and local governments in 
their current form and number 

STU-based per capita 
benchmarking (PCB) 

FSC RBAUS,FSC(2 ≤  NS ≤  7),CAT,LEV,EST,Y 

RBAUS,FSC(NS = 6),CAT,LEV,EST,Y for a system in 
which the ACT is absorbed into NSW and TAS 
is absorbed into VIC, with local governments 
otherwise remaining in their current form and 
number (noting that in complete model [CGSM] 
notation the remaining six units would all be 
specified) 

STU-based PCB 

RS RBAUS,RS(NS ≥  1),CAT,LEV,EST,Y RBAUS,RS(NS = 62),CAT,LEV,EST,Y for a system in 
which there are 62 Regional States 

STU-based PCB 

DNC RBAUS,DNC,CAT,LEV,EST,Y 
RBAUS,DNC,CAT,LEV,EST,Y = 
RBAUS,DNC,GPP,ALL,LR,Y for the GPP 
expenditure category, as obtained using a linear 
regression estimation technique 

linear regression (LR), 
non-linear regression 
(QR, QT, PR and PT), 
composite regression 
(CR), and progressive 
amalgamation 
technique (PA) 

NCL RBAUS,NCL,CAT,LEV,EST,Y 

RBAUS,NCL,CAT,LEV,EST,Y = 
RBAUS,NCL,TPS,STL,QR-8ST,Y is an estimate of 
the relative benefit of the National Current Local 
(NCL) model in the Total Public Sector (TPS) 
expenditure category, at the State-Territory 
including local (STL) level, as obtained using the 
quadratic regression method with data for all 
eight State-Territory units.  The abbreviation 
8ST represents the set of all eight STUs, as 
shown in Table 10-3 below. 

linear regression (LR), 
non-linear regression 
(QR, QT, PR and PT), 
composite regression 
(CR), and progressive 
amalgamation 
technique (PA) 

FTC RBAUS,FTC(F),CAT,LEV,EST,Y 

RBAUS,FTC(F),CAT,LEV,EST,Y for a system in 
which education and health functions are 
transferred from State-Territory governments to 
the Commonwealth government, with local 
governments remaining in their current form and 
number 

linear regression (LR), 
non-linear regression 
(QR, QT, PR and PT), 
composite regression 
(CR), and progressive 
amalgamation 
technique (PA) 

SNC RBAUS,SNC(NS ≥  9; F ≠  ∅),CAT,LEV,EST,Y 

RBAUS,SNC(NS = 10; F = F2FC),CAT,LEV,EST,Y for a 
system with 2 New States, current number of 
local governments, and education and health 
functions transferred from State-Territory 
governments to the Commonwealth government 

all techniques: PC, 
LR, QR, QT, PR, PT, 
CR and PA 

SFC RBAUS,SFC(2 ≤  NS ≤  7; F ≠  ∅),CAT,LEV,EST,Y

RBAUS,SFC(NS = 6; F = F2FC),CAT,LEV,EST,Y for a 
system in which the ACT is absorbed into NSW 
and TAS is absorbed into VIC, with current 
number of local governments, and education and 
health functions transferred from State-Territory 
governments to the Commonwealth government 

all techniques: PC, 
LR, QR, QT, PR, PT, 
CR and PA 

SRS RBAUS,SRS(NS ≥  1; F ≠  ∅),CAT,LEV,EST,Y 

RBAUS,SRS(NS = 62; F = F2FC),CAT,LEV,EST,Y for a 
system in which there are 62 Regional States, 
with education and health functions transferred 
from State-Territory governments to the 
Commonwealth government 

all techniques: PC, 
LR, QR, QT, PR, PT, 
CR and PA 
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Benefit Measured Relative to Models Besides Australia's Current Model of Government 
 
Relative expenditure, relative benefit and relative cost have thus far been defined relative to 

Australia's current model of government, for obvious convenience.  Expenditure, benefit and 

cost can also be defined and estimated for any model transformation (TM), as described in 

Chapter 9.  Expressions [10.12] to [10.14] below define the relative benefits of a model 

transformation between an initial model MOD1 and a destination or resultant model MOD2: 
 

      Y,EST,LEV,CAT,MODY,EST,LEV,CAT,MODY,EST,LEV,CAT],MODMOD[ T 1221M
RBRBRB −=→  

                   ...[10.12] 

 
      Y,EST,LEV,CAT,MODY,EST,LEV,CAT,MODY,EST,LEV,CAT],MODMOD[ T 1221M

%RB%RB%RB −=→  
                   ...[10.13] 

 
      Y,EST,LEV,CAT,MODY,EST,LEV,CAT,MODY,EST,LEV,CAT],MODMOD[ T 1221M

rbrbrb −=→          ...[10.14] 
 

The relative benefit of the transformation from the DNC (Dual National Current Local) model to 

the NCL (National Current Local) model, for example, is given by: 
 

        Y,EST,LEV,CAT,DNCY,EST,LEV,CAT,NCLY,EST,LEV,CAT],NCLDNC[ T RBRBRB
M

−=→    ...[10.15] 

 
Relative benefits can also be defined and estimated for transformations expressed as S-, L-, V- 

or F-transformations as classified in Chapter 9.  The relative benefit of an F-transformation, for 

example, is given by the following general expression: 
 

Y,EST,LEV,CAT), ;:N ;:N(SLFY,EST,LEV,CAT), ;:N ;:N(SLF

Y,EST,LEV,CAT,)]:N ;:(N FF[ T

LSLS

LS21F

RBRB          

RB

12 FLSFLS

LS

−

=→
   ...[10.16] 

 
 
Relative Benefit Estimation Techniques 
 
This section briefly introduces the eight main relative benefit estimation techniques (ESTs) 

which are described in more detail in following sections and employed herein to calculate 

estimates of Australia-wide estimated expenditures, relative expenditures and relative benefits of 

the various government structure models considered, as in Table 10-1 above.  These eight 

techniques are presented in Table 10-2 below along with abbreviations, the government 

structure models they are used for, and the mathematical formulas used to obtain the Australia-

wide estimated expenditures that are required to determine relative expenditure estimates and 

then relative benefit estimates using formulas [10.1a], [10.4a], [10.4b] and others as above. 
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Table 10-2:  Relative Benefit Estimation Techniques 

Relative Benefit 
Estimation Technique

(EST) 

EST 
abbreviation 

Government 
Structure Models 

Used For 

Mathematical Formula Used for Estimated 
Expenditure = EE(P) 

STU-based per capita 
benchmarking PCB-U FSC, NSC, RS, 

SFC, SNC, SRS 

EEPCB-U(P) = aeUP = (aeU × P), where aeU is 
the inflation adjusted actual per capita 

expenditure for STU U 

linear regression LR-REG DNC, NCL, FTC, 
SFC, SNC, SRS 

EELR(P) = ALR + BLRP, where ALR and BLR are 
numbers derived using the least squares linear 

regression method 

quadratic regression QR-REG DNC, NCL, FTC, 
SFC, SNC, SRS 

EEQR(P) = AQR + BQRP + CQRP2, where AQR, 
BQR and CQR are numbers derived using the 
least squares quadratic regression method 

quadratic regression 
tangential extension QT-REG DNC, NCL, FTC, 

SFC, SNC, SRS 
EEQT(P) = AQT + BQTP, where AQT and BQT 
are numbers derived using the QT method 

power regression PR-REG DNC, NCL, FTC, 
SFC, SNC, SRS 

EEPR(P) = KPL, where K and L are numbers 
derived using the least squares power 

regression method 
power regression 

tangential extension PT-REG DNC, NCL, FTC, 
SFC, SNC, SRS 

EEPT(P) = APT + BPTP, where APT and BPT are 
numbers derived using the PT method 

composite regression 
technique CR-REG-cr DNC, NCL, FTC, 

SFC, SNC, SRS 
uses combinations of results obtained using 

the LR, QT and PT techniques 
progressive 

amalgamation 
regression 

PA-i(j) DNC, NCL, FTC, 
SFC, SNC, SRS 

uses several different linear regression results 
(of the form EE = A + BP) at different stages 

of the calculation process 
 
 
The STU-based Per Capita Benchmarking Technique 
 
The STU-based per capita benchmarking technique, or STU-based PCB technique or just PCB 

technique for short, simply employs the per capita expenditures of Australia's current eight 

State-Territory units (STUs) as the bases for estimating Australia-wide expenditures of 

government structure models containing more or less State-Territory Type Units (STTUs) than 

the current eight STUs.  As defined earlier in Chapter 6, the "U" term appearing in the PCB-U 

abbreviation in the EST column in Table 10-2, for the STU-based PCB technique, is simply a 

further abbreviation of STU, referring to the current eight States and Territories. 

 

Regression Techniques 
 
The seven estimation techniques listed in Table 10-2 besides the STU-based PCB technique all 

involve regression methods of some kind, so are referred to collectively as the seven regression 

techniques.  The QR, QT, PR and PT techniques are also collectively referred to as the four non-

linear regression techniques. 

 
The linear and non-linear regression techniques (LR, QR, QT, PR and PT) apply the widely 

used least squares regression method to each of the 23 expenditure categories to determine 
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mathematical formulas of the form EE(P) (meaning estimated expenditure as a mathematical 

function of population as in the rightmost column of Table 10-2) which best fit the observed 

actual expenditure (AE) versus population (P) relationships for the given expenditure 

categories.1  The Australian population (PAUS) is then substituted into these EE(P) formulas to 

determine the Australia-wide estimated expenditures EEAUS = EE(PAUS) which are employed 

along with known actual expenditures in formula [10.1a] above to determine RE and then RB 

using formulas [10.4a] and [10.4b] for private and public sector CATs respectively.  With 

estimated expenditure written as EEMOD,CAT,LEV,EST,Y(P), as a function of population P, the 

Australia-wide estimated expenditure EEAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,EST,Y, as defined in the previous section, 

can be written as follows with P = PAUS: 
 

EEAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,EST,Y = EEMOD,CAT,LEV,EST,Y(PAUS)    ...[10.17] 

 
And with [10.17], expression [10.1a] can be re-written as: 
 

REAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,EST,Y = EEMOD,CAT,LEV,EST,Y(PAUS) – AEAUS,CAT,LEV,Y ...[10.18] 

 

Regression Sets 
 
All regression techniques except the PA technique (so the linear, non-linear and composite 

regression techniques) employ a series of 11 separate regression sets, denoted by REG in the 

EST column in Table 10-2 above.  The first regression set 8ST comprises all eight STUs.  The 

other 10 regression sets are subsets of 8ST comprising between three and seven STUs.  Table 

10-3 below lists all 11 regression sets (REG) employed herein. 

 
Table 10-3:  Regression Sets Employed in Regression Techniques 

Regression 
Set (REG) 

Number
of STUs Description STUs in REG 

8ST 8 all 8 STUs NSW, VIC, QLD, WA, SA, TAS, ACT, NT
7MA 7 7 STUs being all 8 minus ACT NSW, VIC, QLD, WA, SA, TAS, NT 
7MQ 7 7 STUs being all 8 minus QLD NSW, VIC, WA, SA, TAS, ACT, NT 
7MV 7 7 STUs being all 8 minus VIC NSW, QLD, WA, SA, TAS, ACT, NT 
7MW 7 7 STUs being all 8 minus WA NSW, VIC, QLD, SA, TAS, ACT, NT 
6ST 6 6 States NSW, VIC, QLD, WA, SA, TAS 
6PS 6 6 largest STUs by geopolitical size NSW, VIC, QLD, WA, SA, NT 
5MS 5 5 mainland States NSW, VIC, QLD, WA, SA 
4LA 4 4 largest States NSW, VIC, QLD, WA 
3PO 3 3 largest States by population NSW, VIC, QLD 
3PS 3 three largest States by geopolitical size NSW, QLD, WA 

 

Of the 11 regression sets listed in Table 10-3 above, the 8ST and 5MS regression sets perhaps 

have particular significance and validity in representing all eight STUs and all five mainland 
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States respectively.  It is possible, however, that expenditure and benefit estimates obtained 

could, for some expenditure categories at least, be biased or otherwise tainted by the data of one 

or more potentially or actually anomalous STUs, such as the ACT and NT, for example, on 

account of their unusually high and low population densities respectively, or VIC on account of 

the high levels of privatisation that have occurred there.  By employing 11 separate regression 

sets, the impact of any such anomalies and biases can be acknowledged, addressed, and 

hopefully minimised, as further explained in Appendix 10A (see especially Tables 10A-33 to 

10A-36 and associated explanations). 

 

Composite Estimate and Progressive Amalgamation Technique Identifiers 
 
The identifier "cr" in the CR-REG-cr abbreviation for the composite regression (CR) technique 

assumes the values 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 for five separate CR estimates.  The identifier "i" in the 

PA-i(j) abbreviation for the progressive amalgamation (PA) technique also assumes the values 1 

through 5 to distinguish five different amalgamation sequences employed within the PA 

technique.  The "j" in PA-i(j) similarly assumes the values 1, 2, 3 and 4 to distinguish four 

separate PA technique estimates obtained for each of the five amalgamation sequences.  The CR 

and PA estimates are described in more detail later in this chapter. 

 
More detailed description of all eight estimation techniques now follow, beginning with the 

STU-based per capita technique. 

 
 
The STU-Based Per Capita Benchmarking Technique 
 
Relative benefit estimates based on Australia's eight current STUs, as previewed earlier, are 

referred to collectively as STU-based per capita benchmarking estimates, or just STU-based 

PCB estimates or PCB estimates for short.  Estimates based on the population and expenditure 

data of NSW are referred to as NSW-based per capita benchmarking estimates, those based on 

the ACT are referred to as ACT-based PCB estimates, and so on. 

 
The PCB technique is based on the rationale that Australia's eight current STUs, in terms of 

benchmarks established by their own per capita expenditure levels, can provide the bases for 

direct and convenient "off the shelf" estimates of the relative benefits (or costs) of the following 

government structure models under consideration, these being the New States, Fewer States and 

Regional Government models not involving functional transfers: 
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• New States Current Local (NSC); 

• Fewer States Current Local (FSC); and 

• Regional States (RS). 

 
The RB estimates for the NSC, FSC and RS models as above then substantially contribute to the 

corresponding RB estimates for three additional models, these being the New States, Fewer 

States and Regional Government models that do involve functional transfers: 
 

• Simplified New States Current Local (SNC); 

• Simplified Fewer States Current Local (SFC); and 

• Simplified Regional States (SRS). 

 
Per capita RB estimates calculated for the FSC models also provide at least some insights into 

the relative benefits of the Dual National Current Local (DNC) model, noting that the DNC 

model is equivalent to an FSC model with just a single Australia-wide STTU.2 

 
Because Australia's population is approximately 60 times greater than that of the ACT, for 

example, public and private sector expenditure figures for the ACT can provide the basis for 

estimates of the relative benefits of Regional States (RS) models comprising some 60 or so 

State-Territory type units (STTUs).  Likewise, because Australia's population is approximately 

three times that of NSW, data for NSW can be used to estimate the relative benefits of Fewer 

States Current Local (FSC) models comprising three STTUs, and so on. 

 
The less populous units among the current eight STUs provide insights into government 

structure models hosting a larger number of smaller STTUs, and the more populous units 

provide insights into models hosting fewer larger STTUs.  Specifically, the population and 

expenditure data of NT, TAS, SA and WA can be used to estimate the relative benefit of various 

New States Current Local (NSC) models, and the data of NSW, VIC and QLD provide relative 

benefit estimates for Fewer States Current Local (FSC) models.  And, as above, the ACT's 

population and expenditure data similarly provide relative benefit estimates for a Regional 

States (RS) model hosting some 60 STTUs.  So all eight STUs provide insights into the relative 

costs or benefits of one of the government structure models considered. 

 
These PCB estimates are unlikely to be precise, but are established in an attempt to provide at 

least some insights into the general magnitude of relative benefits (or costs) of New States, 

Fewer States and Regional Government models. 
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Table 10-4 below summarises the STU-based PCB estimates obtained using each of the eight 

STUs. 

 
Table 10-4:  Per Capita Benchmarking Estimates Based on the Eight STUs 

Estimates Estimation 
Technique 
Abbreviation 

Models Used For Description / Comments 

STU-based 
per capita 
benchmarking 
estimates in 
general 

EST = PCB-U 
where "U" again is 
an additional 
identifier of the 
political unit which 
the estimation is 
based on 

• Regional States (RS) 
• Simplified Regional States (SRS) 
• New States Current Local (NSC) 
• Simplified New States Current 

Local (SNC) 
• Functional Transfer (FT) 
• Dual National Current Local 

(DNC) 

Smaller, less populous units provide insights into New States type 
models, whilst larger, more populous units provide insights into 
Fewer States models 

NSW based 
per capita 
benchmarking 

EST = PCB-NSW • Fewer States Current Local (FSC)
• Simplified Fewer States Current 

Local (SFC) 

Australia's population is approximately 3 times greater than that of 
NSW, so NSW-based estimations can provide insights into FSC and 
SFC models with NS = 3 or so 

VIC based 
per capita 
benchmarking 

EST = PCB-VIC • Fewer States Current Local (FSC)
• Simplified Fewer States Current 

Local (SFC) 

Australia's population is approximately 4 times greater than that of 
VIC, so VIC-based estimations can provide insights into FSC and 
SFC models with NS = 4 or so 

QLD based 
per capita 
benchmarking 

EST = PCB-QLD • Fewer States Current Local (FSC)
• Simplified Fewer States Current 

Local (SFC) 

Australia's population is approximately 5 times greater than that of 
QLD, so QLD-based estimations can provide insights into FSC and 
SFC models with NS = 5 or so 

WA based 
per capita 
benchmarking 

EST = PCB-WA • New States Current Local (NSC) 
• Simplified New States Current 

Local (SNC) 

Australia's population is approximately 10 times greater than that of 
WA, so WA-based estimations can provide insights into NSC and 
SNC models with NS = 10 or so 

SA based 
per capita 
benchmarking 

EST = PCB-SA • New States Current Local (NSC) 
• Simplified New States Current 

Local (SNC) 

Australia's population is approximately 13 times greater than that of 
SA, so SA-based estimations can provide insights into NSC and SNC 
models with NS = 13 or so 

TAS based 
per capita 
benchmarking 

EST = PCB-TAS • New States Current Local (NSC) 
• Simplified New States Current 

Local (SNC) 

Tasmania-based estimations are employed because any New States 
that form are likely to resemble Tasmania in population and/or land 
area.  Australia's population is approximately 41 times greater than 
that of TAS, so TAS-based estimations can provide insights into NSC 
and SNC models with NS = 41 or so 

NT based 
per capita 
benchmarking 

EST = PCB-NT • New States Current Local (NSC) 
• Simplified New States Current 

Local (SNC) 

Australia's population is approximately 98 times greater than that of 
NT, so NT-based estimations can provide insights into NSC and SNC 
models with NS = 98 or so 

ACT based 
per capita 
benchmarking 

EST = PCB-ACT • Regional States (RS) 
• Simplified Regional States (SRS)

ACT-based estimations are employed because RS and SRS models 
are based on the ACT government combined State-local prototype 
and would probably resemble the ACT government in population 
and/or land area.  Australia's population is approximately 61 times 
greater than that of the ACT, so ACT-based estimations can provide 
insights into RS and SRS models with NS = 61 or so 

 

The STU-based PCB technique relative benefit estimates in Chapter 11 are obtained directly 

from the data presented earlier in Chapter 8, using mathematical formulas that now follow. 

 

PCB Technique Australia-wide Expenditure and Relative Expenditure Formulas 
 
For the PCB technique estimate based on STU U, the estimation designator EST is set to PCB-U, 

as in Table 10-2 above, and expression [10.1a] becomes: 
 

REAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,PCB-U,Y = EEAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,PCB-U,Y – AEAUS,CAT,LEV,Y ...[10.19] 

 
Formula [10.20] below, defining the Australia-wide estimated expenditure 

EEAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,PCB-U,Y, is the central result for the STU-based PCB technique. 
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      Y,AUSY,LEV,CAT,U
Y,U

Y,AUSY,LEV,CAT,U
Y,U-PCB,LEV,CAT,MOD,AUS Pae

P
PAE

EE ×=
×

=        ...[10.20] 

 
So with [10.20] for EEAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,PCB-U,Y and [8.3b] (in Chapter 8) for AEAUS,CAT,LEV,Y, 

result [10.19] becomes: 
 

REAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,PCB-U,Y = aeU,CAT,LEV,Y × PAUS,Y – aeAUS,CAT,LEV,Y × PAUS,Y 

 
which reduces to: 
 

REAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,PCB-U,Y = (aeU,CAT,LEV,Y – aeAUS,CAT,LEV,Y) × PAUS,Y       ...[10.21] 

 
Figures 10-1 and 10-2 below provide graphical representations of results [10.19] through 

[10.21], with CAT, LEV and Y subscripts omitted, for hypothetical cases with positively and 

negatively valued relative expenditures (RE) respectively. 

 

Figure 10-1:  STU-based PCB Technique Estimated Expenditure and Relative Expenditure 
for the Case of Positive Relative Expenditure (RE > 0) 
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Figure 10-2:  STU-based PCB Technique Estimated Expenditure and Relative Expenditure 
for the Case of Negative Relative Expenditure (RE < 0) 

 
 
 
Whilst formula [10.21] could be used to determine RE estimates, and then RB, RB% and rb 

estimates using results [10.4a], [10.4b], [10.5] and [10.6], several additional formulas are now 

established which enable RE% and re to be calculated directly from the relative actual per capita 

expenditure (ar) values shown in Tables 8-9 and 8-10 for the GPP and TPS expenditure 
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ae
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⎞
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⎝

⎛
−=  ...[10.22] 

 
So with formulas [8.3c] and [8.4] from Chapter 8, [10.22] provides the following expression for 

the STU-based PCB technique relative expenditure in terms of STU U's relative actual per 

capita expenditure (arU,CAT,LEV,Y): 
 

REAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,PCB-U,Y = (arU,CAT,LEV,Y – 1) × AEAUS,CAT,LEV,Y  ...[10.23] 
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Substituting [10.23] into [10.2b] with EST = PCB-U then gives the PCB technique relative 

expenditure estimate as a percentage of Australia-wide actual expenditure (AEAUS,CAT,LEV,Y): 
 

( )
%100

AE
AE1ar

%RE
Y,LEV,CAT,AUS

Y,LEV,CAT,AUSY,LEV,CAT,U
Y,U-PC,LEV,CAT,MOD,AUS ×

×−
=  

 
which, on cancelling, reduces to the simple result: 
 

RE%AUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,PCB-U,Y = (arU,CAT,LEV,Y – 1) × 100%   ...[10.24] 

 
Substituting [10.23] into [10.3a] with EST = PCB-U similarly gives the PCB technique relative 

expenditure estimate in per capita (or $pppa) terms, as follows: 
 

( )
                           

P
AE1ar

re
Y,AUS

Y,LEV,CAT,AUSY,LEV,CAT,U
Y,U-PCB,LEV,CAT,MOD,AUS

×−
=  

 
which, with [8.3a] for U = AUS, reduces to: 
 

reAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,PCB-U,Y = (arU,CAT,LEV,Y – 1) × aeAUS,CAT,LEV,Y   ...[10.25] 

 
The RB% and rb estimates corresponding to the RE% and re estimates calculated using [10.24] 

and [10.25] can be established using the simple formulas [10.7a], [10.7b], [10.8a] and [10.8b].  

Tables 11A-A1 through 11A-A23 in Appendix 11A provide a direct demonstration of the 

simple link between ar and RB% for PCB estimates (see especially the ar and RB% columns 

third and fourth from the left respectively in these tables).  The uppermost entry in Table 

11A-A1, for example, shows that arGPP,ALL,NSW,98-99 = 1.0824, so RE% = 8.24% (using [10.24] 

above), and RB% = 8.24% as well (using [10.7a]). 

 
As noted previously, for private sector expenditure categories, LEV = ALL is assumed 

throughout, to reflect the fact that the bulk of private sector expenditures cannot be associated 

with or assigned to any one level of government.  Public sector expenditures will generally only 

be examined at the STL (State-Territory including local) level, so LEV = STL is assumed for all 

public sector expenditure categories unless otherwise stated. 

 

RB Estimates Per Unit 
 
The PCB technique estimates defined above for RE, RE%, re, RB, RB% and rb are all 

Australia-wide estimates, whereas supporters of New States, Regional States or the 
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amalgamation of current STUs may be more interested in relative benefit estimates for each 

additional unit created, or each unit lost due to the amalgamation of two units into one. 

 
The STU-based PCB technique is designed to provide insights into the Australia-wide 

expenditure and relative benefit for government structure models comprising NS STUs, where 

NS is the Australia to unit population ratio defined in equation [6.8] in Chapter 6 for individual 

years (and equation [6.9] as a four year average) as repeated below: 
 

YU,

YAUS,
YU,-PRS P

P
  NN ==  for individual years Y  ...[6.8] 

 
For NSC, SNC and RS models comprising more STTUs than the current eight STUs (noting that 

RS models can host more or less than the current eight, though are generally assumed to have 

more), NS will exceed eight and the number of new units, or number of units added (Nua) will be 

(NS – 8), as follows: 
 

Nua = NS – 8 = NPR-U,Y – 8   ...[10.26]  

 
The relative benefit per unit added (RBpua) can hence be defined by equation [10.27] below: 
 

⎟
⎟
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⎜
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⎛
−

=
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=
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==

8
P

P
RB
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N
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Y,U

Y,AUSY,U-PRSua
pua   ...[10.27] 

 
For FSC, SFC and RS models comprising less STTUs than the current eight STUs, the number 

of units NS in the resultant model will be (8 – NS) less than the current eight (since NS = 3, for 

example, is less than 8 by 8 – 3 = 5, and so on), so the number of units reduced (Nur) is given by: 
 

Nur = 8 – NS = 8 – NPR-U,Y   ...[10.28]  

 
The relative benefit per unit reduction (RBpur) can then be defined by: 
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The percentage and per capita estimates RB%pua, RB%pur, rbpua and rbpur, corresponding to the 

RBpua and RBpur estimates given by [10.27] and [10.29], are calculated using results [10.5] and 

[10.6] above, noting that these estimates still represent Australia-wide relative benefits for each 

additional unit or each reduction in the number of units by one through amalgamation. 
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The Linear Regression Technique 
 
The linear regression (LR) technique is the first regression technique employed herein to 

estimate the relative benefits of Dual National Current Local (DNC), National Current Local 

(NCL), and Functional Transfer Current Local (FTC) models, and contribute to the RB 

estimates of SFC, SNC and SRS models.  The non-linear regression techniques described in the 

section following this one can all be regarded as variations on the LR technique. 

 
The LR technique is used to determine Australia-wide estimated expenditures 

EEMOD,CAT,LEV,LR-REG,Y(PAUS) as called for in the relative expenditure formula [10.18] as above, 

with EST = LR-REG, noting that the actual expenditures (AEAUS,CAT,LEV,Y) also required are 

known from ABS data sources, as displayed in Tables 8-5 to 8-8 in Chapter 8. 

 
This section describes the LR technique firstly in terms of formulas and diagrams used to 

calculate Australia-wide expenditure estimates and relative expenditures, and then in terms of 

the technique's underlying rationales and demonstrated validity in terms of the goodness of fit 

levels it achieves with actual expenditure and population data across the 23 expenditure 

categories.  For illustrative purposes, some actual results will be displayed here, in advance of 

the main presentation of regression technique results in Chapter 12. 

 

LR Technique Formulas and Diagrams 
 
Figures 10-3 and 10-4 show how relative expenditure estimates are calculated using the linear 

regression technique.  Figure 10-3 shows a situation in which Australia-wide relative 

expenditure REAUS,LR (or just RELR, with Australia-wide application implied unless otherwise 

specified) is positive, hence giving a positive relative benefit RBAUS,LR (or just RBLR) for private 

sector expenditure categories and a negative RBAUS,LR for public sector expenditure categories, 

as follows from the earlier results [10.4a] and [10.4b].  Figure 10-4 similarly shows a situation 

in which REAUS,LR is negative, hence giving a negative RBAUS,LR estimate for private sector 

expenditure categories and a positive RBAUS,LR estimate for public sector expenditure categories. 

 
The linear regression technique applies the least squares regression method to establish linear 

expenditure versus population relationships, or linear estimated expenditure (EELR) functions, 

which best estimate the observed relationship between actual expenditure (AE) and population 

among Australia's eight STUs over the four financial years considered, for each of the 23 

expenditure categories assessed, as follows with EST = LR-REG: 
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    EEMOD,CAT,LEV,LR-REG,Y(P) = AMOD,CAT,LEV,LR-REG,Y + (BMOD,CAT,LEV,LR-REG,Y × P)       ...[10.30a] 

 
To help focus on substantive mathematical relationships, the subscripts MOD, CAT, LEV, REG 

and Y will often be omitted henceforth so that [10.30a] can be expressed in the following 

abbreviated form: 
 

EELR = EELR-REG(P) = ALR + (BLR × P) = ALR + BLRP  ...[10.30b] 

 
where: P, the population of STUs or hypothetical STTUs, is a positive counting number 

defined up to and including the population of Australia as a whole, so that 
0 < P ≤  PAUS,Y; 
 
EELR = EELR-REG(P) = EEMOD,CAT,LEV,LR-REG,Y(P) is the estimated expenditure as a 
function of population P, in expenditure category CAT, at level LEV, as obtained 
using the LR technique with regression set REG, in year Y, again for 
0 < P ≤  PAUS,Y; 
 
P is assumed to be the sole independent variable or explanatory variable or cost 
driver or expenditure driver which explains EELR; 
 
EELR is the dependent variable or explained variable or response variable;   
 
ALR = AMOD,CAT,LEV,LR-REG,Y, a constant value obtained using the LR technique, is 
the vertical-axis intercept (here, the expenditure-intercept) of the graphical 
representation of the linear EELR versus P relationship, and hence the 
hypothetical expenditure for an STTU with zero population; and 
 
BLR = BMOD,CAT,LEV,LR-REG,Y, a second constant value obtained using the LR 
technique, is the gradient (or slope) of the graphical representation of the linear 
EELR versus P relationship, and can hence be regarded as an estimate of the 
marginal per capita expenditure of STUs or STTUs. 

 

The LR technique Australia-wide estimated expenditure is given by [10.30b] with P = PAUS, as 

follows, with non-essential subscripts again omitted: 
 

EEAUS,LR = EELR(PAUS) = ALR + BLRPAUS   ...[10.31] 

 
Substituting [10.31] into [10.1a] with EST = LR-REG (or just LR for short) then provides the 

following formula used to calculate LR technique relative expenditure estimates: 
 

REAUS,LR = EEAUS,LR – AEAUS = (ALR + BLRPAUS) – AEAUS  ...[10.32] 

 
So once the regression coefficients ALR and BLR are obtained using least squares linear 

regression methods, the Australia-wide relative expenditure estimate REAUS,LR is obtained using 

these ALR and BLR values along with the Australian population PAUS, the known actual 

expenditure AEAUS and [10.30b] above.  The corresponding RB estimates are then obtained 
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using the simple results [10.4a] and [10.4b].  Appendix 10B presents detailed LR technique 

sample calculations.  Regression coefficients, relative benefit estimates and other statistics 

derived for this thesis have been calculated using Microsoft Excel.3 

 
For the 8ST regression set only, [10.32] reduces to the following simplified result which is 

further described below in relation to the LR technique rationale: 
 

REAUS,LR-8ST = –7ALR     ...[10.33] 
 

Formula [10.33] is mathematically derived and explained in more detail in Appendix 10C. 

 

Figure 10-3: LR Technique Estimated Expenditure and Relative Expenditure 
for the Case of Positive Relative Expenditure (RE > 0) 
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Figure 10-4: LR Technique Estimated Expenditure and Relative Expenditure 
for the Case of Negative Relative Expenditure (RE < 0) 
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This study employs four non-linear regression techniques and the progressive amalgamation 

(PA) technique in an attempt to (1) improve on LR estimates where possible, (2) generally 

address the uncertainties associated with LR estimates and specifically establish whether it is 

more likely, on balance of probability, that LR technique RB estimates are under-estimates or 

over-estimates, and hence (3) develop more robust DNC model RB estimates than could be 

established using the LR technique alone.  The DNC model estimates established in this study 

will remain uncertain and imperfect even after all estimates from all estimation techniques 

become available for joint consideration, but if RBAUS,LR estimates for a particular CAT are 

found to be positive (or negative as the case may be), and corresponding estimates established 

using all non-linear regression techniques and the PA technique are also found to be positive (or 

negative), then such RBAUS,LR estimates can be considered very robustly positive (or negative), 

and can be supported with significantly more confidence than would be possible if the LR 

technique alone was applied. 

 

Rationale Supporting the Use of the Linear Regression Technique 
 
The linear regression technique is based on a standard linear cost function or expenditure 

function as employed extensively in cost accounting, econometrics, economics, business 

statistics, and other disciplines, and in specialised analytical techniques such as cost-volume-

profit (CVP) analyses (see, for, example Croucher and Oliver 1986: 290-305; Anderson et al. 

1989: 455-489; Anthony and Reece 1989: 533-559; Slater and Ascroft 1990: 71-73, 202-203, 

282-292; Bazley et al. 1991: 357-379; Horngren et al. 1996: 59-79, 359-370, 380-388; 2000: 59-

75, 328-330, 338-342; Flaherty et al. 1999: 315-340, 374; Mason et al. 1999: 435-455; 

Ramanathan 2002: 76-121).6  

 
The LR technique and the non-linear regression techniques described in the next section all 

operate on the assumption that STU and STTU actual expenditure depends on population P only.  

This assumption is certainly bound to be imperfect, and more valid for some CATs than for 

others, but previous analyses (e.g. Drummond 2002) and this current study, as further described 

below, have shown that the expenditure versus population relationship is well described by a 

linear expenditure function for most public sector functions and expenditure categories.  It is 

found herein that the major private sector CATs are also generally very well described by a 

linear expenditure function. 

 
Appendix 10E provides further significant support for the use of the LR technique by showing 

that linearity will generally apply to aggregations of expenditure across multiple functions or 
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sectors and across multiple regions within an STTU if such linearity applies to the expenditures 

of each individual function or sector and each individual region within the given STTU, and 

vice-versa. 

 
Cost drivers (or explanatory variables) and cost functions (or expenditure functions as classified 

herein), according to Horngren at al. (2000: 351; see also 1996: 366-367, 379), should be 

evaluated and selected for use on the basis of three important criteria: "(a) economic plausibility, 

(b) goodness of fit, and (c) slope of the regression line".  The LR technique is now briefly 

assessed in terms of these three criteria. 

 

Economic Plausibility of the LR Technique 
 
An expenditure function is regarded as economically plausible if "a plausible cause-and-effect 

relationship between the dependent variable and the independent variable" can be established 

(Horngren 1996: 366).  The LR technique, based on population as the sole explanatory variable, 

will therefore be considered "economically plausible" if there is good reason, in theory and 

practice, to expect that expenditure will indeed substantially depend upon population according 

to a linear mathematical relationship as in [10.30b] above. 

 
The economic plausibility of the LR technique can be established to some extent at least in 

terms of common sense, generally accepted and hence economically plausible interpretations of 

the regression coefficients ALR and BLR in [10.30b] which are derived as part of the LR 

technique.  For STL level public sector expenditure categories, the coefficients ALR can be 

interpreted as estimates of the STL level fixed or overhead expenditures (FOEs) incurred by 

Australia's STUs more or less independently of STU populations to pay for the salaries, office 

rent and other costs associated with politicians, parliaments, State governors, ministers, 

departmental heads, senior public servants generally, central agencies, and head office 

bureaucracy generally.  The gradient coefficient BLR can be similarly interpreted as an estimate 

of the STL level marginal per capita expenditures of STUs on salaries and other operating costs 

incurred largely or wholly in proportion to population, to pay for nurses, doctors, teachers, 

police officers and others employed in hospitals, schools, police stations and other "coalface" 

service and outcome facilitation activities.  There is, therefore, very good reason to believe that 

a linear cost function, or linear expenditure function, will substantially well, if not perfectly, 

describe actual expenditure versus population relationships, at least for public sector expenditure 

categories. 
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For the case of public sector expenditure categories and the 8ST regression set, formula [10.33] 

above describes the case in which the Australia-wide single STTU (AWSS) of the Dual National 

Current Local (DNC) model incurs just a single component of FOE, given by ALR, whereas 

eight lots of such FOEs are incurred at the STL level under the current government structure.  

So the financial benefit from the horizontal integration, or amalgamation, of the eight STUs into 

the AWSS would amount to seven lots of the FOE component ALR, hence providing [10.33] as 

above. 

 
It is not immediately clear that [10.30b] describes STU private sector CATs as plausibly as 

public sector CATs, but some degree of plausibility at least can be established by applying cost-

volume-profit (CVP) analysis to Australia's STU private sectors and the five private sector 

CATs defined herein, as described in detail in Appendix 10F.  According to such CVP 

applications, the private sector expenditure levels of Australia's STUs can be described to good 

approximation by [10.30b] with a negative ALR value, and the results of this study show that this 

is indeed the case, at least for the three major private sector expenditure categories of GPP 

(Gross Private Product), PFD (Private Final Demand) and HFC (Household Final Consumption 

expenditure).  Table 10G-1 of Appendix 10G shows that ALR values established using the LR 

technique are negative for GPP, PFD and HFC alike for all 11 regression sets employed.  For 

the GPP case with the 8ST regression set, for example, [10.30b] is found to be 

EELR = –5.51 + (30.89 × P), where P is population in millions, so ALR = –5.51 and BLR = 30.89, 

as shown in Figure 10-5 below.  Tables 10-6 and 10-7 below similarly show that GPP, PFD and 

HFC expenditure levels are very well described by [10.30b].  The LR technique expression 

[10.30b] with negative ALR thus clearly appears to have substantive economic plausibility for 

private sector CATs (GPP, PFD and HFC at least), in terms of both the CVP analogy developed 

in Appendix 10F and the demonstrated conformity of actual data to [10.30b]. 

 
Several Commonwealth Grants Commission (CGC) research papers discuss the plausibility of 

regression analyses, as now briefly summarised. 

 

Recent CGC Findings of Relevance to the LR Technique 
 
Recent CGC studies have uncovered several findings and viewpoints which challenge or support 

the use of the LR technique and other regression techniques employed herein.  A submission 

from the Victorian government, for example, responding to a 2001 CGC discussion paper titled 

Administrative Scale, "proposed the regression of head office expenditure against State 

population for each assessment category [or expenditure category]", such that "the intercept 
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would estimate the average fixed costs across all States and incorporate the average of all States' 

efficiency into the assessment".  The CGC (2002: 9) is sceptical of the utility of such approaches, 

however, as follows in response to this Victorian recommendation: 

The suggestion that the disability should be quantified from regression analysis is not new – the 
Commission itself raised it in the 1996 research report – but there are too few States, too much 
variation in the coverage of departmental functions and hence in expenditures, and too much 
distortion in the data from the effect of other factors to rely on the results of such an approach. 

 

The expenditure data used herein to calculate relative benefit estimates is bound to have 

limitations in terms of accuracy and like-with-like comparability across the STUs which could 

affect the accuracy and validity of the regression analysis outputs and RB estimates hence 

derived, along the lines described by the CGC as above.  There is good reason to believe, 

however, that the 23 CATs examined in this study will be less susceptible to such problems than 

the expenditure categories the CGC uses in its own analyses.  The CGC has in recent times 

recognised some 39 expenditure categories, including eight within the education function alone, 

and nine in health and community services (CGC 2004a: 36-38; 2005a: 25-27).  The use of 

regression analyses across this large number of quite narrowly defined expenditure categories 

could indeed be problematic, because different STUs, as the CGC soundly reasons, are bound to 

classify similar activities under different functional or sub-functional headings, whereas 

regression analyses rely upon like-with-like comparability of data.  If a lesser number of more 

inclusive expenditure categories could be employed, however, like most or all of the 23 CATs 

considered here, then some of the variations across STUs could be largely internalised in order 

to provide greater comparability across the STUs and hence more valid regression analyses.  

The like-with-like comparability of STU expenditure data is likely to be especially sound for the 

most inclusive private and public sector CATs in GPP and TPS, and the other major CATs (PFD, 

HFC, GOV and PSC) to a similar if slightly lesser extent, as these major CATs are best able to 

more fully internalise differences across STUs that would diminish the validity of regression 

outputs if not internalised.  It is acknowledged, however, that border costs, inefficiencies, 

spillover effects and border effects generally, as described in Chapter 3 (and Appendices 3H, 3I 

and 3J), have the potential to impact upon the like-with-like comparability of STU data used 

here, perhaps especially for the ACT given its island-like location within NSW.  But such 

spillover effects and comparability problems generally are likely to be much less of a problem in 

this study than they are for similar regression analyses carried out to estimate the financial 

benefits possible through local government amalgamations, as described in Chapter 3, Appendix 

3G (and also in Appendix 10A in relation to goodness of fit levels). 
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This study acknowledges that there are advantages and disadvantages associated with broadly 

defined aggregated expenditure categories such as TPS and GPP, and also with more finely 

defined disaggregated expenditure categories like the 39 employed by the CGC.  It is also 

acknowledged that important cross-checking and a complete picture generally can only be 

achieved through the use of both aggregated and disaggregated expenditure categories.  The 

results obtained for the general government (GOV) expenditure category, for example, can be 

examined alongside the corresponding results for the eight single function CATs within GOV 

and the general government balance (BAL) CAT in order to develop a more complete and more 

accurate picture of the GOV category and its functional components than would be possible if 

analyses were only carried out at an aggregated or disaggregated level. 

 
The 23 CATs employed herein have been specifically designed to (1) be broad enough to 

address comparability concerns like those raised by the CGC above, (2) harness benefits and 

manage weaknesses that arise at different levels of data aggregation or disaggregation, and (3) 

develop a complete overall picture across Australia's private and public sectors and some of 

their major components. 

 
Grants Commission methodologies are described and linked to this current study in more detail 

in Chapter 14 and Appendix 14A.  

 

LR Technique Goodness of Fit Levels 
 
The most direct evidence of the validity of the LR technique and the non-linear regression 

techniques also examined is the demonstrated goodness of fit of regression equations (and 

associated lines and curves) to actual expenditure and population data.  Three standard measures 

of the goodness of fit of a regression equation are the coefficient of determination (r2), the 

adjusted coefficient of determination (r2) and the F-statistic.  These statistics are described in 

detail in Appendix 10A.  The coefficient of determination (r2) measures goodness of fit as a 

fraction or percentage, and in this study refers to the percentage of variation in actual 

expenditure which is explained by population in accordance with the regression equation 

derived using the least squares method.  An r2 value of exactly 1.0000 or 100.00% would arise if 

a least squares regression equation perfectly fits actual expenditure and population data, and 

would imply that population fully or perfectly explains all variation in actual expenditure.  An r2 

value of 0.0000 or 0.00% would arise (1) if the least squares regression equation has a zero 

(horizontal) gradient, hence implying that expenditure is independent of population, or, in other 

words, is not explained by population at all; or (2) if population and expenditure data to be fitted 
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displays no discernible pattern at all.  If data exhibits the proverbial "bee swarm" pattern or a 

perfectly circular pattern, for example, in which no pre-eminent or distinctive directionality can 

be detected at all, then the linear regression technique will be unable to establish any meaningful 

gradient, and in such cases the regression technique will again produce a gradient of 0.0000 and 

an associated r2 value of 0.0000. 

 
Adjusted coefficients of determination (r2) exactly match the corresponding unadjusted r2 value 

for the case of r2 = 1.0000 only, but in all other cases r2 is less than r2 by a reduction factor based 

on the regression equation sought and the sample size employed in the regression analysis.  So 

whereas r2 values always lie in the range from 0.0000 to 1.0000, adjusted r2 values can be 

negative.  This study uses both r2 and r2 values, but will assess regression equation goodness of 

fit levels in terms of r2 according to the criteria set out in Table 10-5 below (though this table 

could equally apply if r2 were used, except that the bottom row would need to change to r2 = 

0.0000 because r2 cannot be less than zero). 

 
Table 10-5: Goodness of Fit Levels Based on Adjusted Coefficient of Determination (r2) 

Adjusted Coefficient 
of Determination 

(r2) Value 

Goodness of Fit 
or 

Explanatory Power 
Abbreviation 

r2 = 1.0000 Perfect PER 
0.9950 ≤  r2 < 1.0000 Nearly Perfect NPER 
0.9900 ≤  r2 < 0.9950 Excellent EXC 
0.9800 ≤  r2 < 0.9900 Very Very Good to Excellent VVGE 
0.9500 ≤  r2 < 0.9800 Very Very Good VVG 
0.9000 ≤  r2 < 0.9500 Very Good VG 
0.8000 ≤  r2 < 0.9000 Good GOOD 
0.7000 ≤  r2 < 0.8000 Moderate to Good M2G 
0.6000 ≤  r2 < 0.7000 Moderate MTE 
0.5000 ≤  r2 < 0.6000 Poor to Moderate P2M 
0.4000 ≤  r2 < 0.5000 Poor POOR 
0.3000 ≤  r2 < 0.4000 Very Poor VPR 
0.2000 ≤  r2 < 0.3000 Very Very Poor VVPR 
0.1000 ≤  r2 < 0.2000 Extremely Poor EXPR 
0.0000 < r2 < 0.1000 Almost None ALNO 

r2 ≤  0.0000 None NONE 
 

Linear regression technique RB estimates are based on extrapolations of regression equations 

and lines from the NSW population level out to the Australia-wide population level, and can 

therefore only be considered accurate for regression equations which achieve a genuinely good 

fit to actual population and expenditure data.  Accordingly, RB estimates will generally be 

considered reliable only if based on regression equations with r2 values of 0.9000 or greater, and 

hence goodness of fit (GOF) levels of very good (VG) or better as classified in Table 10-5 above.  
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Estimates based on regression equations with r2 values less than 0.9000 will generally be viewed 

with caution. 

 
Table 10-6 below shows the median r2 levels, across the 11 regression sets, achieved by the 

linear regression technique and four non-linear regression techniques initially trialled for use in 

this study, as further described in Appendix 10A, including the quadratic and power regression 

techniques which have been selected for further use, as described in the following section.  

Table cells are grey shaded for cases where r2 values are less than 0.9000, to highlight such 

lesser GOF levels.  The r2
LOGR and r2

EXPR values in Table 10-6 have been obtained using 

logarithmic regression (LOGR) and exponential regression (EXPR) techniques, but these LOGR 

and EXPR techniques have not been employed to establish relative benefit estimates because of 

their generally inferior fits to actual expenditure and population data. 

 
Table 10-6 shows that the LR, QR and PR techniques generally achieve vastly greater r2 values 

than the LOGR and EXPR techniques, and that r2
LR, r2

QR and r2
PR values are genuinely very high 

indeed for most of the 23 CATs, with GPS, GBP, BAL, PSC and SSW the only CATs with 

median r2 values less than 0.9000 for at least four of the five regression techniques compared.  

The median r2 values exceed 0.9000 for 18 or 19 of the 23 CATs for the linear (LR), quadratic 

(QR) and power (PR) regression methods, but never once reach even 0.8900 for the logarithmic 

and exponential regression methods. 

 
Table 10-7 repeats Table 10-6 but presents CATs in descending order by r2 value, and also 

includes summaries of the maximum (MAX), minimum (MIN), mean average (MEAN) and 

median (MED) values across the five regression techniques compared.  This Table 10-7 

presentation enables the better fitted and less well fitted CATs to be distinguished.7  The CATs 

for which r2 values are consistently very high are HFC, PFD, EDU and the multi-function CATs 

within GOV (2FC, 3FC, 4FC, 6FA, 6FB and 8FC).  The CATs least well fitted by the five 

regression techniques are GPS, GBP, BAL, PSC and SSW. 

 
Tables 10-6 and 10-7 show that the GOF levels achieved by the LR, QR and PR techniques are 

in the very good to nearly perfect range for most CATs, as classified in Table 10-5, and hence 

more than sufficient to support the use of the LR, QR and PR techniques in the RB estimation 

process.  Figures 10-5 and 10-6 below show the regression analyses for the GPP and TPS 

expenditure categories based on the most inclusive 8ST regression set, and again clearly 

illustrate that the GOF levels of the LR, QR and PR techniques are objectively very good and 

vastly superior to those achieved by the LOGR and EXPR techniques.  And as Tables 10-6 and 
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10-7 above show, many CATs achieve GOF levels superior to those achieved by the GPP and 

TPS expenditure categories. 

 
Table 10-6:  Median r2 Values (adjusted) across all 11 REG Sets 

CAT r2
LR r2

QR r2
PR r2

LOGR r2
EXPR CAT Rank

LR 
Rank 
QR 

Rank 
PR 

Rank 
LOGR 

Rank
EXPR

GPP 0.9822 0.9885 0.9712 0.8294 0.8219 GPP 2 1 3 4 5 
PFD 0.9948 0.9975 0.9922 0.8348 0.8620 PFD 2 1 3 5 4 
HFC 0.9939 0.9990 0.9945 0.8216 0.8832 HFC 3 1 2 5 4 
GBP 0.8409 0.8643 0.6502 0.7233 0.6286 GBP 2 1 4 3 5 
BFD 0.9758 0.9791 0.9365 0.8434 0.8197 BFD 2 1 3 4 5 
TPS 0.9899 0.9912 0.9800 0.8807 0.8390 TPS 2 1 3 4 5 
GOV 0.9938 0.9936 0.9749 0.8699 0.8691 GOV 1 2 3 4 5 
PSC 0.8316 0.8532 0.8618 0.8414 0.6584 PSC 4 2 1 3 5 
EDU 0.9977 0.9977 0.9915 0.8758 0.8645 EDU 2 1 3 4 5 
HEA 0.9921 0.9929 0.9815 0.8649 0.8580 HEA 2 1 3 4 5 
TAC 0.9650 0.9689 0.9771 0.8062 0.8210 TAC 3 2 1 5 4 
POS 0.9910 0.9925 0.9666 0.8542 0.8646 POS 2 1 3 5 4 
GPS 0.5253 0.6712 0.6942 0.5730 0.6008 GPS 5 2 1 4 3 
HCA 0.9277 0.9446 0.9634 0.8323 0.8087 HCA 3 2 1 4 5 
SSW 0.8807 0.8964 0.9310 0.7199 0.8720 SSW 3 2 1 5 4 
RAC 0.9722 0.9729 0.9473 0.8498 0.8598 RAC 2 1 3 5 4 
BAL 0.8118 0.8381 0.7988 0.6708 0.7371 BAL 2 1 3 5 4 
2FC 0.9961 0.9963 0.9878 0.8715 0.8609 2FC 2 1 3 4 5 
3FC 0.9972 0.9973 0.9919 0.8720 0.8626 3FC 2 1 3 4 5 
4FC 0.9961 0.9966 0.9773 0.8793 0.8709 4FC 2 1 3 4 5 
6FA 0.9980 0.9979 0.9882 0.8696 0.8723 6FA 1 2 3 5 4 
6FB 0.9951 0.9959 0.9788 0.8838 0.8698 6FB 2 1 3 4 5 
8FC 0.9975 0.9976 0.9826 0.8747 0.8704 8FC 2 1 3 4 5 

MAX 0.9980 0.9990 0.9945 0.8838 0.8832 MAX 5 2 4 5 5 
MIN 0.5253 0.6712 0.6502 0.5730 0.6008 MIN 1 1 1 3 3 

MEAN 0.9411 0.9532 0.9356 0.8236 0.8207 MEAN 2.3 1.3 2.6 4.3 4.6 
MED 0.9910 0.9925 0.9771 0.8498 0.8609 MED 2.0 1.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 

GOF (r2) r2
LR (/23) r2

QR (/23) r2
PR (/23) r2

LOGR (/23) r2
EXPR (/23) # 1 2 16 5 0 0 

# > 0.9950 7 9 0 0 0 # 2 15 7 1 0 0 
# > 0.9900 12 13 4 0 0 # 3 4 0 16 2 1 
# > 0.9800 14 14 9 0 0 # 4 1 0 1 13 8 
# > 0.9500 17 17 16 0 0 # 5 1 0 0 8 14 
# > 0.9000 18 18 19 0 0 % 1 8.7 69.6 21.7 0.0 0.0 
# > 0.8000 22 22 20 19 19 % 2 65.2 30.4 4.3 0.0 0.0 
# > 0.7000 22 22 21 21 20 % 3 17.4 0.0 69.6 8.7 4.3 
# > 0.6000 22 23 23 22 23 % 4 4.3 0.0 4.3 56.5 34.8 
# > 0.5000 23 23 23 23 23 % 5 4.3 0.0 0.0 34.8 60.9 
% > 0.9950 30.4 39.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
% > 0.9900 52.2 56.5 17.4 0.0 0.0       
% > 0.9800 60.9 60.9 39.1 0.0 0.0       
% > 0.9500 73.9 73.9 69.6 0.0 0.0       
% > 0.9000 78.3 78.3 82.6 0.0 0.0       
% > 0.8000 95.7 95.7 87.0 82.6 82.6       
% > 0.7000 95.7 95.7 91.3 91.3 87.0       
% > 0.6000 95.7 100.0 100.0 95.7 100.0       
% > 0.5000 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0       

Note: the N/A entries for the power and exponential regression techniques arise because of negative numbers.  
Table 10-6 is Table 10A-9 in Appendix 10A. 
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Table 10-7:  Median r2 across all 11 Regression Sets for the 23 CATs in Descending Order by r2 

Rank CAT LR CAT QR CAT PR CAT LOGR CAT EXPR CAT MAX CAT MIN CAT MEAN CAT MED 
1 6FA 0.9980 HFC 0.9990 HFC 0.9945 6FB 0.8838 HFC 0.8832 HFC 0.9990 4FC 0.8709 EDU 0.9454 HFC 0.9939 
2 EDU 0.9977 6FA 0.9979 PFD 0.9922 TPS 0.8807 6FA 0.8723 6FA 0.9980 8FC 0.8704 6FA 0.9452 PFD 0.9922 
3 8FC 0.9975 EDU 0.9977 3FC 0.9919 4FC 0.8793 SSW 0.8720 EDU 0.9977 6FB 0.8698 6FB 0.9447 3FC 0.9919 
4 3FC 0.9972 8FC 0.9976 EDU 0.9915 EDU 0.8758 4FC 0.8709 8FC 0.9976 6FA 0.8696 8FC 0.9446 EDU 0.9915 
5 2FC 0.9961 PFD 0.9975 6FA 0.9882 8FC 0.8747 8FC 0.8704 PFD 0.9975 GOV 0.8691 3FC 0.9442 6FA 0.9882 
6 4FC 0.9961 3FC 0.9973 2FC 0.9878 3FC 0.8720 6FB 0.8698 3FC 0.9973 EDU 0.8645 4FC 0.9440 2FC 0.9878 
7 6FB 0.9951 4FC 0.9966 8FC 0.9826 2FC 0.8715 GOV 0.8691 4FC 0.9966 3FC 0.8626 2FC 0.9425 8FC 0.9826 
8 PFD 0.9948 2FC 0.9963 HEA 0.9815 GOV 0.8699 POS 0.8646 2FC 0.9963 2FC 0.8609 GOV 0.9403 HEA 0.9815 
9 HFC 0.9939 6FB 0.9959 TPS 0.9800 6FA 0.8696 EDU 0.8645 6FB 0.9959 HEA 0.8580 HFC 0.9384 TPS 0.9800 
10 GOV 0.9938 GOV 0.9936 6FB 0.9788 HEA 0.8649 3FC 0.8626 GOV 0.9938 POS 0.8542 HEA 0.9379 6FB 0.9788 
11 HEA 0.9921 HEA 0.9929 4FC 0.9773 POS 0.8542 PFD 0.8620 HEA 0.9929 RAC 0.8498 PFD 0.9362 4FC 0.9773 
12 POS 0.9910 POS 0.9925 TAC 0.9771 RAC 0.8498 2FC 0.8609 POS 0.9925 TPS 0.8390 TPS 0.9362 GOV 0.9749 
13 TPS 0.9899 TPS 0.9912 GOV 0.9749 BFD 0.8434 RAC 0.8598 TPS 0.9912 PFD 0.8348 POS 0.9338 GPP 0.9712 
14 GPP 0.9822 GPP 0.9885 GPP 0.9712 PSC 0.8414 HEA 0.8580 GPP 0.9885 GPP 0.8219 RAC 0.9204 POS 0.9666 
15 BFD 0.9758 BFD 0.9791 POS 0.9666 PFD 0.8348 TPS 0.8390 BFD 0.9791 HFC 0.8216 GPP 0.9186 TAC 0.9650 
16 RAC 0.9722 RAC 0.9729 HCA 0.9634 HCA 0.8323 GPP 0.8219 TAC 0.9771 BFD 0.8197 BFD 0.9109 RAC 0.9473 
17 TAC 0.9650 TAC 0.9689 RAC 0.9473 GPP 0.8294 TAC 0.8210 RAC 0.9729 HCA 0.8087 TAC 0.9076 BFD 0.9365 
18 HCA 0.9277 HCA 0.9446 BFD 0.9365 HFC 0.8216 BFD 0.8197 HCA 0.9634 TAC 0.8062 HCA 0.8953 HCA 0.9277 
19 SSW 0.8807 SSW 0.8964 SSW 0.9310 TAC 0.8062 HCA 0.8087 SSW 0.9310 SSW 0.7199 SSW 0.8600 SSW 0.8807 
20 GBP 0.8409 GBP 0.8643 PSC 0.8618 GBP 0.7233 BAL 0.7371 GBP 0.8643 BAL 0.6708 PSC 0.8093 PSC 0.8414 
21 PSC 0.8316 PSC 0.8532 BAL 0.7988 SSW 0.7199 PSC 0.6584 PSC 0.8618 PSC 0.6584 BAL 0.7713 BAL 0.7988 
22 BAL 0.8118 BAL 0.8381 GPS 0.6942 BAL 0.6708 GBP 0.6286 BAL 0.8381 GBP 0.6286 GBP 0.7415 GBP 0.7233 
23 GPS 0.5253 GPS 0.6712 GBP 0.6502 GPS 0.5730 GPS 0.6008 GPS 0.6942 GPS 0.5253 GPS 0.6129 GPS 0.6008 

 MAX 0.9980 MAX 0.9990 MAX 0.9945 MAX 0.8838 MAX 0.8832 MAX 0.9990 MAX 0.8709 MAX 0.9454 MAX 0.9939 
 MIN 0.5253 MIN 0.6712 MIN 0.6502 MIN 0.5730 MIN 0.6008 MIN 0.6942 MIN 0.5253 MIN 0.6129 MIN 0.6008 
 MEAN 0.9411 MEAN 0.9532 MEAN 0.9356 MEAN 0.8236 MEAN 0.8207 MEAN 0.9572 MEAN 0.8024 MEAN 0.8948 MEAN 0.9296 
 MED 0.9910 MED 0.9925 MED 0.9771 MED 0.8498 MED 0.8609 MED 0.9925 MED 0.8390 MED 0.9362 MED 0.9749 
 # (/23) LR # (/23) QR # (/23) PR # (/23) LOGR # (/23) EXPR # (/23) MAX # (/23) MIN # (/23) MEAN # (/23) MED 
 > 0.9950 7 > 0.9950 9 > 0.9950 0 > 0.9950 0 > 0.9950 0 > 0.9950 9 > 0.9950 0 > 0.9950 0 > 0.9950 0 
 > 0.9900 12 > 0.9900 13 > 0.9900 4 > 0.9900 0 > 0.9900 0 > 0.9900 13 > 0.9900 0 > 0.9900 0 > 0.9900 4 
 > 0.9800 14 > 0.9800 14 > 0.9800 9 > 0.9800 0 > 0.9800 0 > 0.9800 14 > 0.9800 0 > 0.9800 0 > 0.9800 9 
 > 0.9500 17 > 0.9500 17 > 0.9500 16 > 0.9500 0 > 0.9500 0 > 0.9500 18 > 0.9500 0 > 0.9500 0 > 0.9500 15 
 > 0.9000 18 > 0.9000 18 > 0.9000 19 > 0.9000 0 > 0.9000 0 > 0.9000 19 > 0.9000 0 > 0.9000 17 > 0.9000 18 
 > 0.8000 22 > 0.8000 22 > 0.8000 20 > 0.8000 19 > 0.8000 19 > 0.8000 22 > 0.8000 18 > 0.8000 20 > 0.8000 20 
 > 0.7000 22 > 0.7000 22 > 0.7000 21 > 0.7000 21 > 0.7000 20 > 0.7000 22 > 0.7000 19 > 0.7000 22 > 0.7000 22 
 > 0.6000 22 > 0.6000 23 > 0.6000 23 > 0.6000 22 > 0.6000 23 > 0.6000 23 > 0.6000 22 > 0.6000 23 > 0.6000 23 
 > 0.5000 23 > 0.5000 23 > 0.5000 23 > 0.5000 23 > 0.5000 23 > 0.5000 23 > 0.5000 23 > 0.5000 23 > 0.5000 23 

Note: Table 10-7 is Table 10A-14 in Appendix 10A. 
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Figure 10-5:  GPP Data and Five Regression Techniques (LR, QR, PR, LOGR and EXPR) [Figure 10H-1 in Appendix 10H] 

GPP Actual Expenditure (AE) and Estimated Expenditure (EE) versus Population

PR:  EE = 22.6652P1.1690

r2 = 0.9721 (r2 = 0.9712)
[but SSR/(SSE + SSR) = 0.9890]

QR:  EE = -1.6581 + 25.6268P + 0.8395P2

r2 = 0.9895 (r2 = 0.9888)

LR:  EE = -5.5102 + 30.8939P
r2 = 0.9874 (r2 = 0.9870)

LOGR:  EE = 54.9558 + 49.3413Ln(P)
r2 = 0.8078 (r2 = 0.8014)

EXPR:  EE = 7.2756e0.6083P

r2 = 0.8206 (r2 = 0.8146)
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According to the r2 values generated by Microsoft Excel, the 
best fit over the population range from PNT to PNSW is QR (r2 = 
0.9895), then LR (0.9874), PR (0.9721), EXPR (0.8206) and 
LOGR (0.8078).  Note, however, that r2 defined as SSR/(SSE 
+ SSR) for PR is actually 0.9890 [compared with 0.9985 for 
QR and 0.9874 for LR as above].  The PR curve therefore fits 
the data better than the LR line and approximately as well as 
the QR curve, as can be confirmed from a close inspection of 
this graph.  The QR and PR regression curves very nearly 
coincide and differ only slightly from the LR line of best fit.

It is clear that the LOGR and EXPR regression curves do not 
fit the actual AE and P data very well, and could not be used 
to estimate Australia-wide GPP.
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Figure 10-6:  TPS Data and Five Regression Techniques (LR, QR, PR, LOGR and EXPR) [Figure 10H-2 in Appendix 10H] 

TPS Actual Expenditure (AE) and Estimated Expenditure (EE) versus Population

PR:  EE = 8.6086P0.8674

r2 = 0.9726 (r2 = 0.9717)
[but SSR/(SSE + SSR) = 0.9918]

QR:  EE = 0.8977 + 7.6588P - 0.1505P2

r2 = 0.9918 (r2 = 0.9912)

LR:  EE = 1.5882 + 6.7146P
r2 = 0.9903 (r2 = 0.9900)

LOGR:  EE = 14.6268 + 11.1002Ln(P)
r2 = 0.8681 (r2 = 0.8637)

EXPR:  EE = 3.6636e0.4560P

r2 = 0.8381 (r2 = 0.8327)
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According to the r2 values generated by Microsoft Excel, the best fit 
over the population range from PNT to PNSW is QR (r2 = 0.9918), 
then LR (0.9903), PR (0.9726), LOGR (0.8681) and EXPR 
(0.8381).  But r2 defined as SSR/(SSE + SSR) for PR is actually 
0.991781, compared with 0.991771 for QR and 0.9903 for LR as 
above.  The PR curve therefore fits the data better than the LR 
line, as is apparent on close inspection of this graph, and very 
slightly better than the QR curve too.  The QR and PR regression 
curves very nearly exactly coincide and differ only slightly from the 
LR line of best fit.

It is clear that the LOGR and EXPR regression curves do not fit the 
actual AE and P data very well, and could not be used to estimate 
Australia-wide TPS expenditure.
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Regression Coefficient Analyses 
 
As Horngren et al. (2000: 351; see also 1996: 366-367, 379) advise, expenditure functions 

established using the linear regression technique should be evaluated in terms of the "slope of 

the regression line", as given by the BLR coefficient in formula [10.30b].  Regression equations 

are considered sound according to this regression line slope criterion if BLR established using the 

LR technique exceeds zero to a statistically significant extent.  This turns out to be the case for 

nearly all of the 253 linear regressions carried out across the 23 expenditure categories and 11 

regression sets, as described in full detail in Appendix 10G.  If BLR = zero, then the estimated 

expenditure function EELR(P), as given by [10.30b], will have the constant value ALR for all 

populations and hence a zero gradient, and, importantly, will be fully independent of population, 

such that the coefficient of determination describing the explanatory power of population will be 

zero, as explained in the previous sub-section.8  Negative BLR values would imply that 

expenditure decreases with population, which would clearly be absurd.  Linear regression 

equations could therefore only be considered valid for their intended purpose here in cases 

where BLR exceeds zero to a statistically significant extent.  Appendix 10G provides detailed 

summaries of all regression coefficients obtained using the linear, quadratic and power 

regression techniques, and detailed analyses of the linear and quadratic regression coefficients, 

and shows that estimates of BLR exceed zero for all 253 cases across the 23 CATs and 11 

regression sets, except for the GPS regression based on the 3PO regression set.  But this BLR 

value for GPS and 3PO is not negative to a statistically significant extent.  At the 10% 

significance level, all BLR values are found to be positive to a statistically significant extent 

except for the anomalous GPS estimate for the 3PO regression set.9  At the 1.0% significance 

level, all BLR values are found to be positive to a statistically significant extent except for the 

GPS estimates for the 4LA, 3PO and 3PS regression sets.  And for 17 of the 23 CATs, all 11 

BLR values established across the 11 regression sets are found to be positive to a statistically 

significant extent even at the 0.01% significance level.  Regression coefficients and equations 

are hence clearly statistically significant for the vast majority of the 253 regression analyses 

carried out.  The GPS regression equations generally have the least statistical significance and 

predictive power. 

 
 
Non-linear Regression Techniques 
 
The previous section demonstrated that linear expenditure functions describing relationships 

between actual expenditure and population appear to have significant economic plausibility, and 
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that direct empirical support for such linear functions is found in the generally very high 

goodness of fit levels shown in Tables 10-6 and 10-7 and also in Figures 10-5 and 10-6 above 

(and in more detail in Appendices 10A and 10H).  Relative benefit estimates based on such 

linear functions can therefore be supported in terms of such plausibility and clearly 

demonstrated validity.  When linear expenditure functions fit actual data extremely well – as 

reflected by r2 values which exceed 0.9800 and even 0.9900 and very closely approach 1.0000 – 

only modest improvement is possible through non-linear regression techniques.  Improvements 

on linear expenditure functions are generally possible, however, at least to the extent of "fine 

tuning", as again illustrated in Figures 10-5 and 10-6 above.  Such improvements can be 

achieved using any of several curvilinear or non-linear mathematical functions and associated 

non-linear regression techniques and non-linear curve-fitting techniques generally.10  Non-

linear cost or expenditure functions can describe the effects of "economies of scale, quantity 

discounts, step-cost functions, and learning curve effects" (Horngren et al. 1996: 379) – some of 

which may well be significant in the expenditure patterns among Australia's eight STUs which 

RB estimates ultimately reflect. 

 
Quadratic and other polynomial functions, power functions, logarithmic functions and 

exponential functions provide four non-linear mathematical forms that are commonly used to 

examine economic and other relationships which may depart from linearity to some extent 

(Freund 1984: 421-428; Croucher and Oliver 1986: 304; Slater and Ascroft 1990: 73-75; 

Davison 1992: 99; Horngren et al. 1996: 371-374; 2000: 344-347; Flaherty et al. 1999: 374; 

Ramanathan 2002: 77, 232-242).11 

 
Polynomial functions include linear functions (first order polynomials), quadratic functions 

(second order polynomials), cubic functions (third order polynomials) and fourth and higher 

order polynomials.  Polynomials of sufficiently high order can curve up and down in a 

zigzagging fashion to "chase down" and fit points well and often perfectly well, but 

"polynomials of orders greater than 2 should be avoided", according to Ramanathan (2002: 239), 

as they generally lack the coherence and economic plausibility needed for cost or expenditure 

functions.12  This study, accordingly, will only employ first order (linear) and second order 

(quadratic) polynomial functions, along with power functions, noting that logarithmic and 

exponential functions were trialled but rejected because of generally inferior goodness of fit 

levels, as shown in Tables 10-6 and 10-7 and further explained above. 
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Non-linear regression techniques are employed in addition to linear regression techniques in the 

relative benefit estimation process for two significant reasons: firstly, in an attempt to establish 

expenditure function equations that fit actual expenditure and population data better than linear 

regression equations; and secondly, to establish whether Australia-wide estimated expenditures 

and relative benefit estimates are more likely to be over-estimated or under-estimated using 

linear regression equations.  Non-linear regression equations are especially significant, therefore, 

in providing a powerful way of checking whether RB estimates based on linear regression are 

more likely to err on the high (or positive) side or the low (or negative) side.   

 
This section now describes in turn the four RB estimation techniques that have been established 

using least squares quadratic and power regression equations: the quadratic regression (QR) and 

quadratic tangential extension (QT) techniques based on quadratic regression equations, and the 

power regression (PR) and power tangential extension (PT) techniques based on power 

regression equations. 

 

Quadratic Regression and Quadratic Tangential Extension Techniques 
 
The quadratic regression (QR) and quadratic tangential extension (QT) techniques are described 

below first in terms of formulas and diagrams, and then in terms of underlying rationales and 

goodness of fit. 

 

QR and QT Technique Formulas and Diagrams 
 
Figures 10-7 and 10-8 below show how relative expenditure (RE) is calculated using the QR 

and QT techniques.  Figure 10-7 shows a situation in which relative expenditure (RE) is positive, 

hence giving a positive RB estimate for private sector expenditure categories and a negative RB 

estimate for public sector expenditure categories, as follows from the earlier results [10.4a] and 

[10.4b].  Figure 10-8 similarly shows a situation in which relative expenditure (RE) is negative, 

hence giving a negative RB estimate for private sector expenditure categories and a positive RB 

estimate for public sector expenditure categories. 

 
The estimated expenditure formula generated by the quadratic regression technique (with EST = 

QR-REG) is the quadratic function expression as follows, where AQR, BQR and CQR are the least 

squares regression coefficients obtained using Microsoft Excel to achieve the best possible fit of 

the quadratic function to the actual expenditure data: 
 

EEMOD,CAT,LEV,QR-REG,Y(P) = AQR + BQRP + CQRP2  ...[10.34] 
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Substituting [10.34] into [10.17] hence gives the following expression for the QR technique 

Australia-wide estimated expenditure: 
 

EEAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,QR-REG,Y = EEMOD,CAT,LEV,QR-REG,Y(PAUS) = AQR + BQRP + CQRP2 

...[10.35] 

 
The general expression [10.1a] for relative expenditure hence becomes the following, as 

illustrated graphically in Figures 10-7 and 10-8 below: 
 

REAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,QR-REG,Y = (AQR + BQRP + CQRP2) – AEAUS,CAT,LEV,Y  ...[10.36] 

 
So with [10.36] and [10.4a], the QR technique relative benefit estimate for private sector 

expenditure categories, with CAT = CATPRI and LEV = ALL, is given by: 
 

    RBAUS,MOD,CATPRI,ALL,QR-REG,Y = (AQR + BQRP + CQRP2) – AEAUS,CATPRI,ALL,Y        ...[10.37a] 

 
And with [10.36] and [10.4b], the QR technique RB estimate for public sector expenditure 

categories, with CAT = CATPUB and LEV = STL, is similarly given by: 
 

    RBAUS,MOD,CATPUB,STL,QR-REG,Y = AEAUS,CATPUB,STL,Y – (AQR + BQRP + CQRP2)     ...[10.37b] 
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Figure 10-7:  QR and QT Technique Estimated Expenditure and Relative Expenditure 
for the Case of Positive Relative Expenditure (RE > 0) 
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Figure 10-8:  QR and QT Technique Estimated Expenditure and Relative Expenditure 
for the Case of Negative Relative Expenditure (RE < 0) 
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The QT technique estimated expenditure formula is thus identical to the corresponding QR 

formula given by [10.34] for populations up to PNSW, but for populations between PNSW and 

PAUS is the linear equation (EEQT = AQT +BQTP) of the tangent to the QR curve at PNSW, again as 

shown in Figures 10-7 and 10-8 above.  The QT technique is named because of this tangential 

extension of the QR curve at PNSW. 

 
The coefficients AQT and BQT in [10.38a] and [10.38c] are given by the following expressions, 

where AQR, BQR and CQR are the least squares regression coefficients obtained using the QR 

technique as in [10.34] above: 
 

AQT = AQR – CQR(PNSW)2   ...[10.39] 
and 

BQT = BQR + 2CQRPNSW   ...[10.40] 

 
Derivations of results [10.39] and [10.40] are shown in Appendix 10I. 

 
Substituting [10.38c] into [10.17] therefore provides the following result for the QT technique 

Australia-wide estimated expenditure, with P = PAUS: 
 

EEAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,QT-REG,Y = EEMOD,CAT,LEV,EST,Y(PAUS) = AQT + BQTPAUS   ...[10.41] 

 
The general expression [10.1a] for relative expenditure hence becomes the following, as shown 

in Figures 10-7 and 10-8 above: 
 

REAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,QT-REG,Y = (AQT +BQTPAUS) – AEAUS,CAT,LEV,Y     ...[10.42] 

 
So with [10.42] and [10.4a], the QT technique relative benefit estimate for private sector 

expenditure categories, with CAT = CATPRI and LEV = ALL, is given by: 
 

RBAUS,MOD,CATPRI,ALL,QT-REG,Y = (AQT + BQTPAUS) – AEAUS, CATPRI,ALL,Y ...[10.43a] 

 
And with [10.42] and [10.4b], the QT technique relative benefit estimate for public sector 

expenditure categories, with CAT = CATPUB and LEV = STL, is similarly given by: 
 

RBAUS,MOD,CATPUB,STL,QT-REG,Y = AEAUS, CATPUB,STL,Y – (AQT + BQTPAUS) ...[10.43b] 

 

QR and QT Technique Rationales 
 
Slater and Ascroft (1990: 73; see also Freund 1984: 421; Crouch and Oliver 1986: 304; 

Anderson et al. 1989: 559; Davison 1992: 99; Flaherty 1999: 373-374) observe that "although 

many situations can be approximated by a linear function, we know that others are represented 
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by some type of curved function", and that "the simplest form of a curved function is the 

quadratic", as "typically used in economics to represent an average cost or marginal cost 

function".  Ramanathan (2002: 238-239) observes further that quadratic functions "are 

frequently employed "to fit U-shaped cost functions and other nonlinear relations".13  

 
Quadratic regression equations EEQR = AQR + BQRP + CQRP2 (as in [10.34] above) are linear 

equations EE = AQR + BQRP (equivalent in mathematical form to the linear regression equation 

[10.30b] above) modified by the inclusion of an additional term (the CQRP2 term in [10.34]) 

designed to capture departures from linearity in the actual expenditure versus population 

relationship.  If CQR is exactly zero, then the quadratic function defined in [10.34] will reduce to 

the linear function of [10.30b].  But CQR is generally not exactly zero, and [10.34] will therefore 

generally describe a curve rather than a straight line.  If CQR > 0, the quadratic regression curve 

will have a "concave up" curvature and will "accelerate" upwards as population increases, as in 

Figure 10-7 above, hence generally giving rise to (1) REAUS,QR estimates that exceed 

corresponding linear REAUS,LR estimates, (2) RBAUS,QR estimates that exceed the corresponding 

linear RBAUS,LR estimates for private sector CATs, and (3) RBAUS,QR estimates that fall below 

the corresponding linear RBAUS,LR estimates for public sector CATs.  If CQR < 0, the QR curve 

will have a "concave down" curvature, such that expenditure will rise with population at a 

progressively decreasing rate, as in Figure 10-8, and then eventually level out and fall.  The CQR 

< 0 case therefore generally gives rise to (1) REAUS,QR estimates that fall below the 

corresponding linear REAUS,LR estimates, (2) RBAUS,QR estimates that generally fall below 

corresponding linear RBAUS,LR estimate for private sector CATs, and (3) RBAUS,QR estimates that 

generally exceed corresponding linear RBAUS,LR estimates for public sector CATs.  It generally 

follows, therefore, that for private sector CATs, positive CQR values suggest that RB should be 

more positive (or less negative) than linear RBAUS,LR estimates indicate, whereas for public 

sector CATs, negative CQR values similarly suggest that RB should be more positive (or less 

negative) than linear RBAUS,LR estimates. 

 
Figure 10H-15 in Appendix 10H for the GPS expenditure category, for example, provides a case 

where the quadratic regression curve rises and then falls at a population level below that of 

NSW.  This GPS regression curve is clearly unsuitable for extrapolation out to the Australia-

wide population level as required for RB estimation purposes, because such extrapolation would 

generate plainly absurd negative estimated expenditure values.  But even in cases like this for 

GPS, in which the QR curve is clearly unable to provide a valid RB estimate, mere knowledge 

of whether CQR is positive or negative is sufficient to establish, very significantly, whether 
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departures from linearity are "concave up" departures as in Figure 10-7 or "concave down" 

departures as in Figure 10-8, and, as a result, whether LR technique RB estimates are more 

likely to err on the high (positive) side or the low (negative) side.  Of the 253 CQR values 

obtained across the 23 CATs and 11 regression sets, 144 (57%) are of a sign (positive for private 

sector CATs and negative for public sector CATs) which suggests that RB estimates are more 

positive (or less negative) than corresponding  RBAUS,LR estimates indicate, whereas the 

remaining 109 (43%) are of a sign (negative for CATPRI and positive for CATPUB) which 

suggests that RB estimates are more negative (or less positive) than corresponding  RBAUS,LR 

estimates. 

 
As demonstrated in Tables 10-6 and 10-7 and Figures 10-5 and 10-6 above, and in more detail 

in Appendices 10A and 10H, the linear regression technique generally fits actual expenditure 

and population data well, and often very well indeed, but quadratic regression can achieve "fine 

tuning" improvements by capturing any slight curvature in the expenditure versus and 

population relationship among the actual data (Freund 1984: 428).  The QR technique indeed 

appears to be most useful in providing actual RB estimates in cases where LR equations fit data 

well, and QR equations provide just a very a slight improvement in goodness of fit to the actual 

data.  But for all cases, as above, QR regression curves generally, and the positivity or negativity 

of the CQR coefficient in particular, provide invaluable insights into whether LR technique RB 

estimates are more likely to be over-estimates or under-estimates. 

 

The QT technique is based on the rationale that the marginal per capita expenditure level of 

NSW in any expenditure category, given by the gradient BQT of the tangent to the QR curve at 

PNSW, is likely to continue to apply for hypothetical STTUs with populations exceeding that of 

NSW, up to and including the Australia-wide single STTU (AWSS) of the DNC model. 

 
The extrapolations from the NSW population level to the Australia-wide population level that 

are used to generate LR technique RB estimates, as described in Figures 10-3 and 10-4 above, 

can be strongly defended, as previously, on the basis that such extrapolations provide unbiased 

estimates which are equally likely to err on the high side or the low side.  Such extrapolation is 

much more difficult to defend, however, for QR curves, because QR curves exhibit accelerating 

curvatures which give rise to directional biases which will generally be compounded by the 

process of extrapolation from the NSW population level to the Australia-wide level.  The  QR 

technique RB estimates are therefore unlikely to be very accurate except in cases where QR 

curves depart only very slightly from LR lines.  The QT technique is designed to overcome the 
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potential or actual directional bias that can arise as a result of the accelerating curvature of QR 

curves. 

 

Power Regression and Power Tangential Extension Techniques 
 
The power regression (PR) and power tangential extension (PT) techniques are described below 

first in terms of formulas and diagrams, then in terms of underlying rationales and goodness of 

fit. 

 

PR and PT Technique Formulas and Diagrams 
 
Figures 10-9 and 10-10 below show how relative expenditure (RE) is calculated using the PR 

and PT techniques.  Figure 10-9 shows a situation in which relative expenditure (RE) is positive, 

hence giving a positive RB estimate for private sector expenditure categories and a negative RB 

estimate for public sector expenditure categories, as follows from the earlier results [10.4a] and 

[10.4b].  Figure 10-10 similarly shows a situation in which relative expenditure (RE) is negative, 

hence giving a negative RB estimate for private sector expenditure categories and a positive RB 

estimate for public sector expenditure categories. 

 
The estimated expenditure formula generated by the power regression technique (with EST = 

PR-REG) is the power function expression as follows, where K and L are the least squares 

regression coefficients obtained using Microsoft Excel to achieve the best possible fit of the 

power function to the actual expenditure data: 
 

EEMOD,CAT,LEV,PR-REG,Y(P) = KPL  ...[10.44] 

 
Substituting [10.44] into [10.17] hence gives the following expression for the PR technique 

Australia-wide estimated expenditure: 
 

EEAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,PR-REG,Y = EEMOD,CAT,LEV,PR-REG,Y(PAUS) = K(PAUS)L ...[10.45] 

 
The general expression [10.1a] for relative expenditure hence becomes the following, as 

illustrated graphically in Figures 10-9 and 10-10 below: 
 

REAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,PR-REG,Y = K(PAUS)L – AEAUS,CAT,LEV,Y    ...[10.46] 

 
So with [10.46] and [10.4a], the PR technique relative benefit estimate for private sector 

expenditure categories, with CAT = CATPRI and LEV = ALL, is given by: 
 

RBAUS,MOD,CATPRI,ALL,PR-REG,Y = K(PAUS)L – AEAUS,CATPRI,LEV,Y  ...[10.47a] 
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And with [10.46] and [10.4b], the PR technique RB estimate for public sector expenditure 

categories, with CAT = CATPUB and LEV = STL, is similarly given by: 
 

RBAUS,MOD,CATPUB,STL,PR-REG,Y = AEAUS,CATPUB,STL,Y – K(PAUS)L  ...[10.47b] 

 

Figure 10-9:  PR and PT Technique Estimated Expenditure and Relative Expenditure 
for the Case of Positive Relative Expenditure (RE > 0) 
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Figure 10-10: PR and PT Technique Estimated Expenditure and Relative Expenditure 
for the Case of Negative Relative Expenditure (RE < 0) 
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or, as separate expressions: 
 

EEPT = KPL   for 0 < P ≤  PNSW   ...[10.48b] 
and 

EEPT = APT + BPTP  for PNSW ≤  P ≤  PAUS   ...[10.48c] 

 
The PT technique estimated expenditure formula is thus identical to the corresponding PR 
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PAUS 

AEAUS 
= PAUS × aeAUS 

PNSW

EENSW,PR 
= K(PNSW)L 

EEAUS,PT
 

power function 
curve:  EEPR = KPL 
for all 0 ≤  P ≤  PAUS 

line of gradient aeAUS 

E 

P 
P = 0 

E = 0 

 

PCO 

PCO 

PCO = cross-over population (further described in Appendix 10D) 

EEAUS,PR 
=K(PAUS)L 

EECO 
= K(PCO)L 

REAUS,PT 
= EEAUS,PT – AEAUS 

= (APT + BPTPAUS) – AEAUS  
< 0

REAUS,PR
= EEAUS,PR

– AEAUS
= K(PAUS)L 

– AEAUS 
< 0

tangential linear extension 
(straight line with gradient 
BPT) from PNSW to PAUS: 
EEPT = APT + BPTP 
for PNSW ≤  P ≤  PAUS 

RB = RE for private sector CATs, 
and 
RB = –RE for public sector CATs 
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shown in Figures 10-9 and 10-10 above.  The PT technique (like the QT technique) is named 

because of this tangential extension of the PR curve at PNSW. 

 
The coefficients APT and BPT are given by the following expressions, where K and L are again 

the least squares regression coefficients obtained using the PR technique as in [10.44] above: 
 

APT = K(1 – L)(PNSW,Y)L   ...[10.49] 
and 

BPT = KL(PNSW,Y)L–1    ...[10.50] 

 
Derivations of results [10.49] and [10.50] are shown in Appendix 10I. 

 
Substituting [10.48c] into [10.17] therefore provides the following result for the PT technique 

Australia-wide estimated expenditure, with P = PAUS: 
 

EEAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,PT-REG,Y = EEMOD,CAT,LEV,EST,Y(PAUS) = APT + BPTPAUS       ...[10.51] 

 
The general expression [10.1a] for relative expenditure hence becomes the following, as shown 

in Figures 10-9 and 10-10 above: 
 

REAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,PT-REG,Y = (APT +BPTPAUS) – AEAUS,CAT,LEV,Y   ...[10.52] 

 
So with [10.52] and [10.4a], the PT technique relative benefit estimate for private sector 

expenditure categories, with CAT = CATPRI and LEV = ALL, is given by: 
 

RBAUS,MOD,CATPRI,ALL,PT-REG,Y = (APT +BPTPAUS) – AEAUS,CATPRI,ALL,Y ...[10.53a] 

 
And with [10.52] and [10.4b], the PT technique relative benefit estimate for public sector 

expenditure categories, with CAT = CATPUB and LEV = STL, is similarly given by: 
 

RBAUS,MOD,CATPUB,STL,PT-REG,Y = AEAUS,CATPUB,STL,Y – (APT +BPTPAUS) ...[10.53b] 

 

PR and PT Technique Rationales 
 
The power regression technique, like the quadratic regression technique described earlier in this 

section, is a variation on the linear regression technique which is commonly used in cases where 

data exhibit a degree of non-linearity, or curvature (Freund 1984: 425; Horngren et al. 1996: 

371-374; 2000: 344-347). 

 
For the case of L = 1, the power function expression [10.44] reduces to a linear function for 

which EE = 0 at P = 0, as follows: 
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EEMOD,CAT,LEV,PR-REG,Y(P)|L=1 = KP  ...[10.54] 

 
For L values not exactly equal to 1, [10.44] will describe a curve rather than a straight line.  For 

L values greater than 1, the curve "accelerates" upwards as population increases, as is the case in 

Figure 10-9 above.  And for L values less than one, but still greater than zero, the power 

function will continue to rise as population increases, but at a progressively decreasing rate, as 

shown in Figure 10-10. 

 
Because population (P) is always a positive quantity, EE given by [10.44] will always be 

positive if K > 0, irrespective of the value of L.  Accordingly, the PR technique can only be 

applied to expenditure categories and regression sets for which all expenditure (AE) values are 

all positive, which is the case for 247 of the 253 estimates attempted across the 23 expenditure 

categories and 11 regression sets.  For the GBP expenditure category, however, for just six 

regression sets (8ST, 7MA, 7MQ, 7MV, 7MW and 6ST), the PR technique does not work as 

these cases all involve one or more negative AE values for the ACT and TAS (see Tables 8-1 

and 8-5).  For the 247 estimates possible using the PR technique, K values turn out to be 

positive in all cases, and L is positive in all cases except for a clearly inaccurate estimate for the 

GPS expenditure category obtained using the 3PO regression set.  Of the 246 positive L values 

obtained, 62 exceed 1 and 184 are less than 1.  And, significantly, 203 (82%) of these 246 L 

values are in the range between 0.8 and 1.2, and 234 (95%) are between 0.6 and 1.4.  So the 

bulk of the power functions generated using the PR technique amount to relatively modest 

departures from the linear expression given by [10.54] above. 

  
The PT technique, like the QT technique, is based on the rationale that the marginal per capita 

expenditure level of NSW in any expenditure category, given by the gradient BPT of the tangent 

to the PR curve at PNSW, is likely to continue to apply for hypothetical STTUs with populations 

exceeding that of NSW, up to and including the Australia-wide single STTU (AWSS) of the 

DNC model. 

 
Because the PT technique relies on the power functions derived using the PR technique, the PT 

technique, like the PR technique, works for 247 of the 253 estimates sought across the 23 CATs 

and 11 regression sets, but does not work for the GBP CAT for the six regression sets which 

include the negative ACT and TAS AE values. 
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Composite Regression Estimates 
 
Five composite regression estimates RBAUS,DNC,CAT,LEV,CR-REG-cr,Y, or RBCR-REG-cr or just RBcr for 

short, are calculated using LR, QT and PT technique estimates in various combinations based on 

five separate criteria designed to take maximum advantage of the LR, QT and PT estimates. 

 
Of the LR, QR, QT, PR and PT techniques described earlier in this chapter, the LR, QT and PT 

techniques are considered most suitable for extrapolation out to the Australia-wide population 

level as required in the RB estimation calculations.  Some RBQR estimates, and RBQT and RBPR 

estimates to a lesser extent, are found to be extreme and in many cases simply impossible and 

hence clearly inaccurate.  Such erroneous and doubtful estimates generally arise when the 

curvature of QR and PR regression curves is pronounced to an extent which renders them 

unsuitable for extrapolation to the Australia-wide population as required for RB estimation 

purposes (as in Figures 10-7 through 10-10 above).  The QR technique regression curves for the 

PSC and GPS expenditure categories (see Figures 10H-10 and 10H-15 in Appendix 10H, for the 

8ST regression set) provide examples of such pronounced curvature.  Composite estimates, 

accordingly, are based on the LR, QT and PT estimates only. 

 
The EST designator is set to CR-REG-cr for the five composite estimates, as in Table 10-2 

above, where REG is the regression set, as with the linear and non-linear regression techniques 

described above, and cr is an additional identifier that assumes the values 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 for the 

five respective CR estimates. 

 
The first four composite estimates – RB1, RB2, RB3 and RB4 – are designed to select superior 

estimates based on goodness of fit criteria as follows: 
 

• RB1 = RBAUS,DNC,CAT,LEV,CR-REG-1,Y, for each CAT and regression set (REG), is the 
corresponding LR or QT estimate with the highest associated r2 value, and hence the best 
goodness of fit credentials, as follows (omitting several subscripts), noting that the r2 
value associated with the QT estimate is r2

QR: 
 

RB1 = RBCAT,CR-REG-1,Y = RBCAT,LR-REG,Y    if  r2
LR > r2

QR  ...[10.55a] 
and 

RB1 = RBCAT,CR-REG-1,Y = RBCAT,QT-REG,Y    if  r2
QR > r2

LR  ...[10.55b] 
 

or, more briefly: 
 

RB1 = RB(LR or QT based on highest r2)   ...[10.55c] 
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• RB2 = RBAUS,DNC,CAT,LEV,CR-REG-2,Y, for each CAT and regression set (REG), is the 
corresponding LR or PT estimate with the highest associated r2 value, and hence the best 
goodness of fit credentials, as follows (omitting several subscripts), noting that the r2 
value associated with the PT estimate is r2

PR: 
 

RB2 = RBCAT,CR-REG-2,Y = RBCAT,LR-REG,Y    if  r2
LR > r2

PR  ...[10.56a] 
and 

RB2 = RBCAT,CR-REG-2,Y = RBCAT,PT-REG,Y    if  r2
PR > r2

LR  ...[10.56b] 
 

or, more briefly: 
 

RB2 = RB(LR or PT based on highest r2)   ...[10.56c] 
 

• RB3 = RBAUS,DNC,CAT,LEV,CR-REG-3,Y, for each CAT and regression set (REG), is the 
corresponding QT or PT estimate with the highest associated r2 value, and hence the best 
goodness of fit credentials: 

 
RB3 = RBCAT,CR-REG-3,Y = RBCAT,QT-REG,Y    if  r2

QR > r2
PR  ...[10.57a] 

and 
RB3 = RBCAT,CR-REG-3,Y = RBCAT,PT-REG,Y    if  r2

PR > r2
QR  ...[10.57b] 

 
or, more briefly: 

 
RB3 = RB(QT or PT based on highest r2)   ...[10.57c] 

 
• RB4 = RBAUS,DNC,CAT,LEV,CR-REG-4,Y, for each CAT and regression set (REG), is the 

corresponding LR, QT or PT estimate with the highest associated r2 value, and hence the 
best goodness of fit credentials: 

 
RB4 = RBCAT,CR-REG-4,Y = RBCAT,LR-REG,Y    if  r2

LR > r2
QR and r2

PR ...[10.58a] 
 

RB4 = RBCAT,CR-REG-4,Y = RBCAT,QT-REG,Y    if  r2
QR > r2

LR and r2
PR ...[10.58b] 

and 
RB4 = RBCAT,CR-REG-4,Y = RBCAT,PT-REG,Y    if  r2

PR > r2
LR and r2

QR ...[10.58c] 
 

or, more briefly: 
 

RB4 = RB(LR, QT or PT based on highest r2)   ...[10.58d] 
 

Appendix 10A provides, for each CAT and REG, detailed descriptions of r2
PR, r2

LR and r2
QR 

values, the highest values among these, and the estimation techniques (LR, QT or PT) with the 

highest associated r2 values which determine the various RB1, RB2, RB3 and RB4 estimates. 

 
The fifth composite estimate – RB5 – is designed to establish a plausible baseline minimum RB 

estimate for each CAT and REG, as follows: 
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• RB5 = RBAUS,DNC,CAT,LEV,CR-REG-5,Y, for each CAT and regression set (REG), is simply the 
minimum (so least positive, or most negative) of the corresponding LR, QT and PT 
estimates, as follows (omitting several subscripts): 

 
RB5 = RBCAT,CR-REG-5,Y = RBCAT,LR-REG,Y    if  RBLR < RBQT and RBPT ...[10.59a] 

 
RB5 = RBCAT,CR-REG-5,Y = RBCAT,QT-REG,Y    if  RBQT < RBLR and RBPT ...[10.59b] 

and 
RB5 = RBCAT,CR-REG-5,Y = RBCAT,PT-REG,Y    if  RBPT < RBLR and RBQT ...[10.59c] 
 

or, more briefly, where MIN defines the minimum value: 
 

RB5 = RB(minimum of LR, QT and PT) = MIN(RBLR, RBQT, RBPT)  ...[10.59d] 
 

The RBDNC estimates in Chapter 12 are significantly positive for most CATs, REGs and 

estimation techniques, and the RB5 estimates test the robustness of such positivity.  Positive RB5 

estimates imply that all three corresponding RBLR, RBQT and RBPT estimates must be positive, 

and hence generally support the positivity of the individual RBLR, RBQT and RBPT estimates. 

 
 
The Progressive Amalgamation Technique 
 

I hate the word "unification," and will not use it.  I have said before that there is much to be said 
for amalgamation.  I can understand that there might be an immense amount of money saved by 
amalgamation in the way of carrying on the government of the country, and there might be an 
immense amount of force from the head of the Commonwealth which you cannot get from the 
partial disintegration which is involved even in federation.  But it is not our mission to establish 
an amalgamation of these colonies.  We are here under Bills passed by our various colonies, and 
there is a claim for federation, and not a claim for merging the colonies in one common concern. 
 

(Sir John Downer of South Australia, speaking at the Third Session of the National Australasian [Federation] 
Convention, in Melbourne on 8 March 1898, as recorded on page 2034 of the official report) 

 

I invite the honorable and learned member (Mr. Higgins) to consider this point: If the people of 
the smaller states are willing to adopt the type of government suggested by our Victorian friends, 
we can save the expense of ten Houses of Legislature and five Governors, and we can become a 
truly united people.  But we have been sent here to frame a scheme of federation, not of 
amalgamation. 
 

(Sir Richard Baker of South Australia, speaking at the Third Session of the National Australasian Convention, 
in Melbourne on 17 March 1898, as recorded on page 2482 of the official report) 

 

The progressive amalgamation (PA) technique is a refinement of the estimation algorithm (EA) 

technique described previously (Drummond 2002: 48-49), as shown in Appendix 1C (see 

especially between results [4] and [11]), and is the most complex of all estimation techniques 

used in this study.14  Like the EA technique, the PA technique is designed as an alternative to 

the LR technique for the assessment of Unification (DNC and NCL) models.  Whereas the linear 
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regression technique determines fixed or overhead expenditures (FOEs) given by the ALR 

coefficients, as in formula [10.30b] above, which are assumed to be the same constant values for 

all eight STUs and hypothetical STTUs that are envisaged, the EA and PA techniques have been 

designed to allow these FOEs and A coefficients to vary across the eight STUs, to address the 

likelihood that they do in reality differ to at least some extent – as suggested by the regression 

graphs for most CATs as shown in Appendix 10H. 

 
This section first describes the notation that supports the PA technique and then introduces the 

amalgamation sequences, relative expenditure and relative benefit formulas, and underlying 

rationales and historical support for STU amalgamation.  Amalgamation sequences describe the 

sequential orders in which STUs and STTUs amalgamate one unit at a time until the Australia-

wide single STTU (AWSS) of the DNC model is formed.  Appendices 10B and 10J present 

more detailed descriptions of the PA technique, and associated mathematical derivations and 

sample calculations. 

 

PA Technique Notation 
 
The PA technique uses modified versions of the notations NS and S introduced in Chapter 9 

(following expression [9.1]) to represent the number of STTUs (NS) and the actual set of STTUs 

(S) in a given government structure model, noting that STTUs include the current eight STUs.  

The notation Ami,{Sb,i,Nb},{Sa,i,Na} denotes the amalgamation process in amalgamation sequence i 

which begins with the STTU set {Sb,i,Nb} and ends up with set {Sa,i,Na} after amalgamation, 

where "b" and "a" denote "before" and "after" respectively, and Nb and Na denote the number of 

STTUs before and after amalgamation respectively.  The simplified notation Ami,Nb,Na similarly 

represents the sequence i amalgamation process which reduces the number of STTUs from Nb to 

Na.  The expression Ami,Nb,Nb–1 therefore describes a single amalgamation step in which the 

number of STTUs reduces by just one, from Nb to Nb–1. 

 
The Nb STTUs in the set {Sb,i,Nb} are represented by Ui,Nb[k] for consecutive counting numbers k 

from 1 to Nb, as follows:  
 

{Sb,i,Nb} = {Ui,Nb[1], Ui,Nb[2], ..., Ui,Nb[Nb]}   ...[10.60a] 

 
So for Nb = 8 down to Nb = 1: 
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      {Sb,i,8} = {Ui,8[1], Ui,8[2], Ui,8[3], Ui,8[4], Ui,8[5], Ui,8[6], Ui,8[7], Ui,8[8]} 

  = {NSW, VIC, QLD, WA, SA, TAS, ACT, NT}   ...[10.60b] 
 
      {Sb,i,7} = {Ui,7[1], Ui,7[2], Ui,7[3], Ui,7[4], Ui,7[5], Ui,7[6], Ui,7[7]}   ...[10.60c] 
  
      {Sb,i,6} = {Ui,6[1], Ui,6[2], Ui,6[3], Ui,6[4], Ui,6[5], Ui,6[6]}    ...[10.60d] 
 
      {Sb,i,5} = {Ui,5[1], Ui,5[2], Ui,5[3], Ui,5[4], Ui,5[5]}     ...[10.60e] 
 
      {Sb,i,4} = {Ui,4[1], Ui,4[2], Ui,4[3], Ui,4[4]}       ...[10.60f] 
 
      {Sb,i,3} = {Ui,3[1], Ui,3[2], Ui,3[3]}        ...[10.60g] 
 
      {Sb,i,2} = {Ui,2[1], Ui,2[2]}        ...[10.60h] 
and 

      {Sb,i,1} = {Ui,1[1]} = {AWSS}       ...[10.60i] 
 

For Nb = 8, the eight members of the set {Sb,i,Nb} = {Sb,i,8} will in all cases be the eight current 

STUs, and for Nb = 1 the single member of the set {Sb,i,Nb} = {Sb,i,1} will always be the 

Australia-wide single STTU (AWSS), but for Nb values of 2 through to 7, different STTU sets 

are possible. 

 

The Five Amalgamation Sequences 
 
It can be shown using combinatorial mathematics that Australia's eight STUs can amalgamate 

into the Australia-wide single STTU in 1,587,600 different sequential orders, if the number of 

STTUs reduces by just one in each of seven amalgamation steps.15  But if it is assumed, as it is 

here, that the first three amalgamations on the path to the AWSS are those which form the joint 

STTUs NSW-ACT, VIC-TAS and SA-NT, as further described below, then the total number of 

possible amalgamation sequences reduces to just 1,080.  The number of possible sequences 

reduces substantially again, furthermore, if implausible amalgamations between non-contiguous 

STTUs (WA and QLD, for example) are excluded.  This study employs five amalgamation 

sequences which have been selected as realistic, plausible paths towards the AWSS of the DNC 

model.  Table 10-8 below describes these five sequences in terms of the seven amalgamation 

steps in each sequence, the numbers of STTUs and sets of STTUs before and after each 

amalgamation step, and equations describing the specific amalgamations taking place at each 

step. 
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Table 10-8:  The Five PA Technique Amalgamation Sequences  

Nb Na Am1,Nb,Na Amalgamation Equation 
STTU Set Before 
Amalgamation 

{Sb,i,Nb} 

STTU Set After 
Amalgamation 

{ Sa,i,Na} 

 Amalgamation Sequence 1:  Based on Geopolitical Size (SGPU,Y,2) 

8 7 Am1,8,7 NSW + ACT  NSW-ACT NSW VIC QLD WA 
SA TAS ACT NT 

NSW-ACT VIC QLD 
WA SA TAS NT 

7 6 Am1,7,6 VIC + TAS  VIC-TAS NSW-ACT VIC QLD 
WA SA TAS NT 

NSW-ACT VIC-TAS 
QLD WA SA NT 

6 5 Am1,6,5 SA + NT  SA-NT NSW-ACT VIC-TAS 
QLD WA SA NT 

NSW-ACT VIC-TAS 
QLD WA SA-NT 

5 4 Am1,5,4 WA + SA-NT  WA-SA-NT NSW-ACT VIC-TAS 
QLD WA SA-NT 

NSW-ACT VIC-TAS 
QLD WA-SA-NT 

4 3 Am1,4,3 NSW-ACT + VIC-TAS  NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS NSW-ACT VIC-TAS 
QLD WA-SA-NT 

NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS 
QLD WA-SA-NT 

3 2 Am1,3,2 NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS + QLD  NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS-QLD NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS 
QLD WA-SA-NT 

NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS-
QLD WA-SA-NT 

2 1 Am1,2,1 NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS-QLD + WA-SA-NT  AWSS NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS-
QLD WA-SA-NT AWSS 

 Amalgamation Sequence 2: Based on Population 
8 7 Am2,8,7 S + NT  S-NT N  V  Q  W  S  T  A  NT N  V  Q  W  S-NT  T  A
7 6 Am2,7,6 N + A  N-A N  V  Q  W  S-NT  T  A N-A  V  Q  W  S-NT  T
6 5 Am2,6,5 V + T  V-T N-A  V  Q  W  S-NT  T N-A  V-T  Q  W  S-NT 
5 4 Am2,5,4 W + S-NT  W-S-NT N-A  V-T  Q  W  S-NT N-A  V-T  Q  W-S-NT 
4 3 Am2,4,3 V-T + W-S-NT  V-T-W-S-NT N-A  V-T  Q  W-S-NT N-A  V-T-W-S-NT  Q 
3 2 Am2,3,2 N-A + Q  N-A-Q N-A  V-T-W-S-NT  Q N-A-Q  V-T-W-S-NT 
2 1 Am2,2,1 N-A-Q + V-T-W-S-NT  AWSS N-A-Q  V-T-W-S-NT AWSS 

 Amalgamation Sequence 3:  Variant on Sequence 1 
8 7 Am3,8,7 N + A  N-A N  V  Q  W  S  T  A  NT N-A  V  Q  W  S  T  NT
7 6 Am3,7,6 V + T  V-T N-A  V  Q  W  S  T  NT N-A  V-T  Q  W  S  NT
6 5 Am3,6,5 S + NT  S-NT N-A  V-T  Q  W  S  NT N-A  V-T  Q  W  S-NT 
5 4 Am3,5,4 W + S-NT  W-S-NT N-A  V-T  Q  W  S-NT N-A  V-T  Q  W-S-NT 
4 3 Am3,4,3 N-A + Q  N-A-Q N-A  V-T  Q  W-S-NT N-A-Q  V-T  W-S-NT 
3 2 Am3,3,2 N-A-Q + V-T  N-A-Q-V-T N-A-Q  V-T W-S-NT N-A-Q-V-T  W-S-NT 
2 1 Am3,2,1 N-A-Q-V-T + W-S-NT  AWSS N-A-Q-V-T  W-S-NT AWSS 

 Amalgamation Sequence 4:  Variant on Sequence 3 Based on Football Codes 
8 7 Am4,8,7 N + A  N-A N  V  Q  W  S  T  A  NT N-A  V  Q  W  S  T  NT
7 6 Am4,7,6 V + T  V-T N-A  V  Q  W  S  T  NT N-A  V-T  Q  W  S  NT
6 5 Am4,6,5 S + NT  S-NT N-A  V-T  Q  W  S  NT N-A  V-T  Q  W  S-NT 
5 4 Am4,5,4 W + S-NT  W-S-NT N-A V-T Q W S-NT N-A  V-T  Q  W-S-NT 
4 3 Am4,4,3 N-A + Q  N-A-Q N-A V-T Q W-S-NT N-A-Q  V-T  W-S-NT 
3 2 Am4,3,2 V-T + W-S-NT  V-T-W-S-NT N-A-Q  V-T  W-S-NT N-A-Q  V-T-W-S-NT 
2 1 Am4,2,1 N-A-Q + V-T-W-S-NT  AWSS N-A-Q  V-T-W-S-NT AWSS 

 Amalgamation Sequence 5:  Variant on Sequence 1 
8 7 Am5,8,7 N + A  N-A N  V  Q  W  S  T  A  NT N-A  V  Q  W  S  T  NT
7 6 Am5,7,6 V + T  V-T N-A  V  Q  W  S  T  NT N-A  V-T  Q  W  S  NT
6 5 Am5,6,5 S + NT  S-NT N-A  V-T  Q  W  S  NT N-A  V-T  Q  W  S-NT 
5 4 Am5,5,4 N-A + V-T  N-A-V-T N-A  V-T  Q  W  S-NT N-A-V-T  Q  W  S-NT 
4 3 Am5,4,3 N-A-V-T + Q  N-A-V-T-Q N-A-V-T  Q  W  S-NT N-A-V-T-Q  W  S-NT 
3 2 Am5,3,2 W + S-NT  W-S-NT N-A-V-T-Q  W  S-NT N-A-V-T-Q  W-S-NT 
2 1 Am5,2,1 N-A-V-T-Q + W-S-NT  AWSS N-A-V-T-Q  W-S-NT AWSS 

 

The first three amalgamations, for all five amalgamation sequences considered, absorb the ACT 

into NSW to form the combined unit NSW-ACT; TAS into VIC to form VIC-TAS; and NT into 

SA to form SA-NT.  For amalgamation sequences 1, 3, 4 and 5, the first amalgamation step 

Ami,8,7 forms NSW-ACT, the second step Ami,7,6 forms VIC-TAS, and the third step Ami,6,5 

forms SA-NT.  For sequence 2 only, Am2,8,7 forms SA-NT, Am2,7,6 forms NSW-ACT, and 
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Ami,6,5 forms VIC-TAS.  These different sequences have no bearing at all on relative benefit 

estimates, as explained below. 

 
For amalgamation sequences 1 to 4, the fourth amalgamation step Ami,5,4 is in all cases WA + 

SA-NT  WA-SA-NT.  Sequences 1, 3 and 5 all establish an east coast consolidation of NSW-

ACT-VIC-TAS-QLD and a central-western consolidation of WA-SA-NT by their second last 

amalgamation step (Ami,3,2 for i = 1, 3 and 5).  Sequences 2 and 4 establish a south-central-

western consolidation of VIC-TAS-WA-SA-NT and a north-eastern consolidation of NSW-

ACT-QLD by their second last amalgamation step (Ami,3,2 for i = 2 and 4).  The five 

amalgamation sequences are based on rationales as follows: 

• Amalgamation Sequence 1:  STTUs are amalgamated one at a time in ascending order by 
geopolitical size SGPU,Y,2, as defined in Chapter 6 (see Table 6-8).  In each case, STTUs are 
amalgamated with the STTU deemed most suitable based on geographical location (so ACT 
with NSW, TAS with VIC, and so on).  This sequence is designed, as previously 
(Drummond 2002: 49), so that as the number of STTUs "steps down one at a time, the 
remaining political units increasingly display the large population and land area 
characteristics of the Australia-wide new single state" (AWSS). 

 

• Amalgamation Sequence 2:  Same rationale as amalgamation sequence 1 except that STTUs 
are amalgamated one at a time in ascending order by population. 

 

• Amalgamation Sequence 3:  Same as amalgamation sequence 1, except that QLD is 
amalgamated before VIC-TAS in sequence 3 (in steps Am3,4,3 and Am3,3,2), whereas VIC-
TAS is amalgamated before QLD in sequence 1 (in steps Am1,4,3 and Am1,3,2) in sequence 1.  

 

• Amalgamation Sequence 4:  Same as amalgamation sequence 3 up to step Am4,4,3, but step 
Am4,3,2 is based on football code allegiances and hence differs from Am3,3,2.  Same as 
amalgamation sequence 2 except that NSW-ACT-QLD forms before VIC-TAS-WA-SA-NT 
in sequence 4. 

 

• Amalgamation Sequence 5:  Same as sequence 1 except that WA-SA-NT forms in the sixth 
(and second last) step (Am5,3,2) in sequence 5, but in the fourth step (Am1,5,4) in sequence 1. 

 
 
PA Technique Relative Expenditure and Relative Benefit Formulas 
 
The relative expenditure expression [10.1a] becomes as follows for the PA technique, with EST 

set to PA-i(j) as previously noted (see Table 10-2): 
 

REAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,PA-i(j),Y = EEAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,PA-i(j),Y – AEAUS,CAT,LEV,Y     ...[10.61] 

 
The notation REAUS,MOD,CAT,LEV,PA-i(j),Y, or REi(j) for short with subscripts besides i(j) omitted, is 

used to represent the Australia-wide estimated annual relative expenditure of government 

structure model MOD, in expenditure category CAT, at government level(s) LEV, in financial 

year(s) Y, as calculated using the PA estimation technique with amalgamation sequence i and 
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PA technique estimate j.  Relative expenditures can also be estimated for individual 

amalgamation steps.  The notation REi,Nb,Na,CAT,LEV,Y = RECAT,LEV,Y(Ami,Nb,Na), or just REi,Nb,Na = 

RE(Ami,Nb,Na) with subscripts CAT and Y implied but omitted, represents the relative 

expenditure of the amalgamation step in amalgamation sequence i which reduces the number of 

STTUs from Nb (before amalgamation) to Na (after amalgamation).  The notation 

RBi,Nb,Na,CAT,LEV,Y = RBCAT,LEV,Y(Ami,Nb,Na), or just RBi,Nb,Na = RB(Ami,Nb,Na), represents the 

corresponding relative benefit.  It is convenient, as previously, to first derive expressions in 

terms of relative expenditures rather than relative benefits, and then use [10.4a] and [10.4b] to 

obtain corresponding RB estimates. 

 
The PA technique establishes RE estimates as sums of the following two components: 

• a small STU component REi,8,5 which describes the relative benefit possible if Australia's 
three least populous STUs – NT, ACT and TAS – were amalgamated with (or absorbed into) 
SA, NSW and VIC respectively, hence reducing the number of STTUs from the current 
eight STUs to five STTUs; and 

 

• a large STTU component – which is defined differently for the four PA estimates, as below 
– which describes the relative benefit possible if the five STTUs established following the 
three small STU amalgamations, as above, further amalgamated into the single Australia-
wide single STTU (AWSS). 

 

The four PA technique RE estimates REi(j) for each amalgamation sequence i are defined here 

by the following formulas for j = 1, 2, 3 and 4 in turn, where ∑
=

f

b

N

8N
represents the summation 

from Nb = 8 down to Nb = Nf (where "f" denotes "final"), REi,8,5 is the small STU component of 

the RE estimate as above, and the large STU components are shown in square brackets: 
 

REi(1) = REi,8,1 = ∑
=

−

2

8N
1N,N,i

b
bb

RE  

= REi,8,7 + REi,7,6 + REi,6,5 + REi,5,4 + REi,4,3 + REi,3,2 + REi,2,1 

= REi,8,5 + [REi,5,1]  

= REi,8,5 + [REi,5,4 + REi,4,3 + REi,3,2 + REi,2,1]   ...[10.62] 

 

REi(2) = REi,8,3 + 2REi,3,2 = ∑
=

−

4

8N
1N,N,i

b
bb

RE + 2REi,3,2  

= (REi,8,7 + REi,7,6 + REi,6,5 + REi,5,4 + REi,4,3) + 2REi,3,2  

= REi,8,5 + [REi,5,3 +2REi,3,2] 

= REi,8,5 + [REi,5,4 + REi,4,3 +2REi,3,2]     ...[10.63] 
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REi(3) = REi,8,4 + 3REi,4,3 = ∑
=

−

5

8N
1N,N,i

b
bb

RE + 3REi,4,3  

= (REi,8,7 + REi,7,6 + REi,6,5 + REi,5,4) + 3REi,4,3   

= REi,8,5 + [REi,5,4 +3REi,4,3]      ...[10.64] 

 

REi(4) = REi,8,5 + 4REi,5,4 = ∑
=

−

6

8N
1N,N,i

b
bb

RE + 4REi,5,4  

= (REi,8,7 + REi,7,6 + REi,6,5) + 4REi,5,4   

= REi,8,5 + [4REi,5,4]       ...[10.65] 

 

Expressions [10.62] through [10.65] all apply equally if RE was replaced by RB throughout, so: 
 

RBi(1) = RBi,8,5 + [RBi,5,4 + RBi,4,3 + RBi,3,2 + RBi,2,1]   ...[10.66] 
 

RBi(2) = RBi,8,5 + [RBi,5,4 + RBi,4,3 +2RBi,3,2]    ...[10.67] 
 

RBi(3) = RBi,8,5 + [RBi,5,4 +3RBi,4,3]     ...[10.68] 
and 

RBi(4) = RBi,8,5 + [4RBi,5,4]      ...[10.69] 

 
Relative benefits RBi(j) and RBi,Nb,Na and corresponding relative expenditures REi(j) and REi,Nb,Na 

are related by the following results which derive from the earlier results [10.4a] and [10.4b], 

omitting other subscripts: 
 

RBi(j) = REi(j)    for private sector CATs   …[10.70] 
 

RBi(j) = –REi(j)    for public sector CATs   …[10.71] 
 
RBi,Nb,Na = REi,Nb,Na for private sector CATs   …[10.72] 

and 
RBi,Nb,Na = –REi,Nb,Na for public sector CATs   …[10.73] 

 
The REi(j) and RBi(j) estimates defined above are now further described in terms of their small 

STU components REi,8,5 and RBi,8,5 and their large STTU components in turn. 

 

Small STU Components REi,8,5 and RBi,8,5 
 
The PA technique (1) applies the LR technique with the 5MS regression set (for each CAT) and 

hence establishes linear regression equations and associated ALR-5MS and BLR-5MS values, (2) 

assumes that the marginal per capita expenditures BLR-5MS apply to TAS, ACT and NT as well as 

the five mainland States, and then (3) calculates the modified fixed or overhead expenditure 
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(FOE) coefficients ATAS,CAT,4YA, AACT,CAT,4YA and ANT,CAT,4YA needed to satisfy the following 

four year average actual expenditure equations (omitting subscripts MOD, CAT, LEV and EST): 
 

AETAS,4YA = ATAS,4YA + BLR-5MSPACT,4YA  ...[10.74] 
 
AEACT,4YA = AACT,4YA + BLR-5MSPACT,4YA  ...[10.75] 

and 
AENT,4YA = ANT,4YA + BLR-5MSPACT,4YA  ...[10.76] 

 
For all five amalgamation sequences considered it is assumed that the first three amalgamations 

are those which form NSW-ACT, VIC-TAS and SA-NT, as above, and that the estimated 

expenditures (EE) of these three amalgamated units will be the sums of the actual expenditures 

(AE) of their amalgamating units less the FOE expenditure components (AU,4YA) of the less 

populous amalgamating unit in each case, as follows, omitting subscripts besides the STTUs: 
 

EENSW-ACT = (AENSW + AEACT) – AACT   ...[10.77] 
 
EEVIC-TAS = (AEVIC + AETAS) – ATAS    ...[10.78] 

and 
EESA-NT = (AESA + AENT) – ANT    ...[10.79] 

 
The relative expenditures (RE) of the combined units then follow from the general result 

RE = EE – AE (formula [10.1b] as defined earlier) and rearrangements of [10.77] through 

[10.79]: 

RENSW-ACT = EENSW-ACT – (AENSW + AEACT) = –AACT ...[10.80] 
 
REVIC-TAS = EEVIC-TAS – (AEVIC + AETAS) = –ATAS  ...[10.81] 

and 
RESA-NT = EESA-NT – (AESA + AENT) = –ANT   ...[10.82] 

 
The small STU relative expenditure component REi,8,5 can therefore be obtained by summing 

the three relative expenditures given by [10.80], [10.81] and [10.82], so that: 
 

REi,8,5 = RENSW-ACT + REVIC-TAS + RESA-NT = –(AACT + ATAS + ANT) ...[10.83] 

 
Combining [10.83] with [10.4a] and [10.4b] hence gives that: 
 

RBi,8,5 = –(AACT + ATAS + ANT) for private sector CATs  ...[10.84a] 
and 

RBi,8,5 = (AACT + ATAS + ANT) for public sector CATs  ...[10.84b] 

 
Results [10.83], [10.84a] and [10.84b] do not depend on the order of the first three 

amalgamation steps which produce NSW-ACT, VIC-TAS and SA-NT, and hence apply equally 
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for all five amalgamation sequences in Table 10-8, and hence for all i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.  For 

public sector CATs, [10.84b] can be understood in terms of cost savings, whereas for private 

sector CATs, [10.84a] can be understood in terms of the cost-volume-profit analogy described 

briefly above and in more detail in Appendix 10F. 

 
Table 10-9 below shows the ATAS,CAT,4YA, AACT,CAT,4YA, and ANT,CAT,4YA values obtained for all 

23 CATs, the sum of these three components, and the REi,8,5 and RBi,8,5 estimates calculated 

using [10.83], [10.84a] and [10.84b] above.  Appendix 10J (see Figures 10J-1a and 10J-1b) 

includes a graphical illustration of how ATAS,CAT, AACT,CAT and ANT,CAT are determined, and 

specifically demonstrates how the TPS ATAS,TPS, AACT,TPS, and ANT,TPS figures in Table 10-9 

below are calculated. 

 
Table 10-9:  PA Technique Adjusted A Coefficients for TAS, ACT and NT (all 4YA)     

CAT ATAS,CAT AACT,CAT ANT,CAT ATAS,CAT + AACT,CAT + ANT,CAT REi,8,5 RBi,8,5  
GPP -6.0624 -6.3172 -1.2498 -13.6294 13.6294 13.6294 
PFD -4.1335 -0.2518 -0.1925 -4.5778 4.5778 4.5778 
HFC -2.6303 0.1825 -1.0211 -3.4689 3.4689 3.4689 
GBP -3.4597 -6.5798 -0.2251 -10.2646 10.2646 10.2646 
BFD -1.4887 -0.4301 0.8073 -1.1115 1.1115 1.1115 
TPS 1.0570 0.3020 1.6794 3.0384 -3.0384 3.0384 
GOV 0.5095 0.3510 1.4627 2.3232 -2.3232 2.3232 
PSC 0.5010 -0.0425 0.2284 0.6869 -0.6869 0.6869 
EDU 0.1275 0.0928 0.2125 0.4328 -0.4328 0.4328 
HEA 0.0476 0.0522 0.2104 0.3102 -0.3102 0.3102 
TAC -0.0879 -0.1276 -0.0295 -0.2450 0.2450 -0.2450 
POS 0.0079 0.0261 0.1449 0.1789 -0.1789 0.1789 
GPS 0.0758 0.2563 0.3001 0.6322 -0.6322 0.6322 
HCA 0.1128 -0.0104 0.0410 0.1433 -0.1433 0.1433 
SSW -0.0380 -0.0348 -0.0086 -0.0814 0.0814 -0.0814 
RAC 0.0628 0.0135 0.0741 0.1504 -0.1504 0.1504 
BAL 0.2037 0.0578 0.4811 0.7426 -0.7426 0.7426 
2FC 0.1752 0.1451 0.4229 0.7431 -0.7431 0.7431 
3FC 0.1829 0.1712 0.5681 0.9221 -0.9221 0.9221 
4FC 0.2647 0.4589 0.8970 1.6206 -1.6206 1.6206 
6FA 0.1363 0.2919 0.8556 1.2838 -1.2838 1.2838 
6FB 0.4331 0.4652 1.0213 1.9195 -1.9195 1.9195 
8FC 0.3024 0.2961 0.9774 1.5758 -1.5758 1.5758 

 
 
Large STTU Components and Full REi(j) and RBi(j) Estimates 
 

The RBi(j) estimates are distinguished by their large STTU components, noting that their small 

STU components are in all cases identical for all i and j, as given by [10.84a] and [10.84b] 

above.  These estimates are most conveniently explained in reverse order, as follows: 
 

• The large STTU component [4REi,5,4] of the REi(4) estimate given by [10.65] is the estimate 
obtained when the LR technique is applied to the five STTUs that result from the 
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amalgamations which form NSW-ACT, VIC-TAS and SA-NT.  As explained further in 
Appendix 10J, REi,5,4 is given by the following result, where Ai,5 is the A coefficient of the 
linear regression equation obtained for these five STTUs: 

 
REi,5,4 = –Ai,5   ...[10.85a] 

 
So with [10.4a] and [10.4b] for private and public sector CATs respectively: 

 
RBi,5,4 = –Ai,5 for private sector CATs ...[10.85b] 

and 
RBi,5,4 = Ai,5 for public sector CATs ...[10.85c] 

 
• The REi,5,4 term in [REi5,4 + 3REi,4,3] from the REi(3) expression [10.64] is provided by 

[10.85a] above, and the REi,4,3 term is the estimate obtained when the LR technique is 
applied to the four STTUs that result after the fourth amalgamation step Ami,5,4 in each of 
the five amalgamation sequences.  The REi,4,3 estimate is again the negative of the A 
coefficient of the linear regression equation obtained for the four remaining STTUs (as 
explained in Appendix 10J): 

 
REi,4,3 = –Ai,4   ...[10.86a] 

 
So with [10.4a] and [10.4b]: 

 
RBi,4,3 = –Ai,4 for private sector CATs ...[10.86b] 

and 
RBi,4,3 = Ai,4 for public sector CATs ...[10.86c] 

 
• The REi,5,4 and REi,4,3 terms in [REi,5,4 + REi,4,3 + 2REi,3,2] in [10.63], for REi(2), are provided 

by [10.85a] and [10.86a] above.  The REi,3,2 term is again the negative of the A coefficient of 
the linear regression equation obtained when the LR technique is applied to the three STTUs 
that result after the fifth amalgamation step Ami,4,3 in each of the five amalgamation 
sequences (as explained in Appendix 10J): 

 
REi,3,2 = –Ai,3   ...[10.87a] 

 
So with [10.4a] and [10.4b]: 

 
RBi,3,2 = –Ai,3 for private sector CATs ...[10.87b] 

and 
RBi,3,2 = Ai,3 for public sector CATs ...[10.87c] 

 
• The REi,5,4, REi,4,3 and REi,3,2 terms in the STTU component [REi,5,4 + REi,4,3 + REi,3,2 + 

REi,2,1] in [10.62], for REi(1), are provided by [10.85a], [10.86a] and [10.87a] above.  The 
REi,3,2 term is again the negative of the A coefficient of the linear regression equation 
obtained when the LR technique is applied to the two STTUs that result after the sixth 
amalgamation step Ami,3,2 in each of the five amalgamation sequences (again as explained in 
Appendix 10J): 

 
REi,2,1 = –Ai,2   ...[10.88a] 

 
So with [10.4a] and [10.4b]: 

 
RBi,2,1 = –Ai,2 for private sector CATs ...[10.88b] 

and 
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RBi,2,1 = Ai,2 for public sector CATs ...[10.88c] 

 
Results [10.83] and [10.85a] through [10.88a] enable [10.62] through [10.65] to be expressed as: 
 

REi(1) = –(AACT + ATAS + ANT) – (Ai,5 + Ai,4 + Ai,3 + Ai,2)  ...[10.89] 
 
REi(2) =–(AACT + ATAS + ANT) – (Ai,5 + Ai,4 + 2Ai,3)   ...[10.90] 
 
REi(3) = –(AACT + ATAS + ANT) – (Ai,5 + 3Ai,4)   ...[10.91] 

and 
REi(4) = –(AACT + ATAS + ANT) – (4Ai,5)    ...[10.92] 

 
The RB estimates corresponding to the RE estimates in [10.89] through [10.92] are as follows 

for private sector expenditure CATs, noting that RBCATPRI = RECATPRI from [10.4a]: 
 

RBi(1),CATPRI = –(AACT + ATAS + ANT) – (Ai,5 + Ai,4 + Ai,3 + Ai,2)  ...[10.93] 
 
RBi(2),CATPRI = –(AACT + ATAS + ANT) – (Ai,5 + Ai,4 + 2Ai,3)   ...[10.94] 
 
RBi(3),CATPRI = –(AACT + ATAS + ANT) – (Ai,5 + 3Ai,4)    ...[10.95] 

and 
RBi(4),CATPRI = –(AACT + ATAS + ANT) – (4Ai,5)    ...[10.96] 

 
For public sector CATs, RBCATPUB = –RECATPUB from [10.4b], and [10.89] through [10.92] 

provide that: 
 

RBi(1),CATPUB = (AACT + ATAS + ANT) + (Ai,5 + Ai,4 + Ai,3 + Ai,2)  ...[10.97] 
 
RBi(2),CATPUB = (AACT + ATAS + ANT) + (Ai,5 + Ai,4 + 2Ai,3)   ...[10.98] 
 
RBi(3),CATPUB = (AACT + ATAS + ANT) + (Ai,5 + 3Ai,4)    ...[10.99] 

and 
RBi(4),CATPUB = (AACT + ATAS + ANT) + (4Ai,5)    ...[10.100] 

 
Formula [10.97] is essentially identical to formula [11] employed previously (Drummond 2002: 

49, see Appendix 1C). 

 
Tables 10-10 and 10-11 provide partial sample calculations for the PA technique RB estimates 

for the principal CATs of GPP and TPS, based on amalgamation sequence 1.  Several similar 

tables and a fully detailed PA technique sample calculation are provided in Appendix 10B.  

Appendix 10J describes how the PA technique improves on the EA technique established in 

2002 and provides further detailed descriptions of the mathematical formulas used to determine 

PA technique RE and RB estimates. 
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Table 10-10:  The Four PA Technique RB Estimates for GPP Based on Amalgamation Sequence 1  

Nb Na Am1,Nb,Na Amalgamation Equation 
Unit Set Before 
Amalgamation 

{Sb,1,Nb} 

Unit Set After 
Amalgamation 

{Sa,1,Na} 

Relative Benefit 
for Individual 
Amalgamation 

Step 
= RB(Am1,Nb,Na) 

= RB1,Nb,Na 

Cumulative 
Relative Benefit 
= RB(Am1,8,Na) 

= RB1,8,Na 

8 7 Am1,8,7 NSW + ACT  NSW-ACT NSW VIC QLD WA 
SA TAS ACT NT 

NSW-ACT VIC QLD WA SA
TAS NT RB1,8,7 = $6.3172 b RB1,8,7 = $6.3172 b 

7 6 Am1,7,6 VIC + TAS  VIC-TAS NSW-ACT VIC QLD 
WA SA TAS NT 

NSW-ACT VIC-TAS QLD 
WA SA NT RB1,7,6 = $6.0624 b RB1,8,6 = $12.380 b 

= RB1,8,7 + RB1,7,6 

6 5 Am1,6,5 SA + NT  SA-NT NSW-ACT VIC-TAS QLD 
WA SA NT 

NSW-ACT VIC-TAS QLD 
WA SA-NT RB1,6,5 = $1.2498 b RB1,8,5 = $13.629 b 

= RB1,8,6 + RB1,6,5 

5 4 Am1,5,4 WA + SA-NT  WA-SA-NT NSW-ACT VIC-TAS QLD 
WA SA-NT 

NSW-ACT VIC-TAS QLD 
WA-SA-NT RB1,5,4 = $9.4466 b RB1,8,4 = $23.076 b 

= RB1,8,5 + RB1,5,4 

4 3 Am1,4,3 NSW-ACT + VIC-TAS  NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS NSW-ACT VIC-TAS QLD 
WA-SA-NT 

NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS QLD 
WA-SA-NT RB1,4,3 = $19.8125 b RB1,8,3 = $42.889 b 

= RB1,8,4 + RB1,4,3 

3 2 Am1,3,2 NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS + QLD  NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS-QLD NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS QLD 
WA-SA-NT 

NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS-QLD 
WA-SA-NT RB1,3,2 = $21.5443 b RB1,8,2 = $64.433 b 

= RB1,8,3 + RB1,3,2 

2 1 Am1,2,1 NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS-QLD + WA-SA-NT  AWSS NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS-QLD 
WA-SA-NT AWSS RB1,2,1 = $0.9558 b RB1,8,1 = $65.389 b 

= RB1,8,2 + RB1,2,1 

  Four Relative Benefit Estimates 

RB Estimate RB1(j)     Formula and Estimate    

RB1(1)     RB1(1) = RB1,8,1 = $65.39 b    

RB1(2)     RB1(2) = RB1,8,3 + 2RB1,3,2 = $42.889 b + (2 × $21.5443) = $85.98 b    

RB1(3)     RB1(3) = RB1,8,4 + 3RB1,4,3 = $23.076 b + (3 × $19.8125) = $82.51 b    

RB1(4)     RB1(4) = RB1,8,5 + 4RB1,5,4 = $13.629 b + (4 × $9.4466) = $51.42 b    

Note:  Table 10-10 is Table 10B-1 in Appendix 10B 
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Table 10-11:  The Four PA Technique RB Estimates for TPS Based on Amalgamation Sequence 1  

Nb Na Am1,Nb,Na Amalgamation Equation 
Unit Set Before 
Amalgamation 

{Sb,1,Nb} 

Unit Set After 
Amalgamation 

{Sa,1,Na} 

Relative Benefit 
for Individual 
Amalgamation 

Step 
= RB(Am1,Nb,Na) 

= RB1,Nb,Na 

Cumulative 
Relative Benefit 
= RB(Am1,8,Na) 

= RB1,8,Na 

8 7 Am1,8,7 NSW + ACT  NSW-ACT NSW VIC QLD WA 
SA TAS ACT NT 

NSW-ACT VIC QLD WA SA
TAS NT RB1,8,7 = $0.3020 b RB1,8,7 = $0.3020 b 

7 6 Am1,7,6 VIC + TAS  VIC-TAS NSW-ACT VIC QLD 
WA SA TAS NT 

NSW-ACT VIC-TAS QLD 
WA SA NT RB1,7,6 = $1.0570 b RB1,8,6 = $1.359 b 

= RB1,8,7 + RB1,7,6 

6 5 Am1,6,5 SA + NT  SA-NT NSW-ACT VIC-TAS QLD 
WA SA NT 

NSW-ACT VIC-TAS QLD 
WA SA-NT RB1,6,5 = $1.6794 b RB1,8,5 = $3.038 b 

= RB1,8,6 + RB1,6,5 

5 4 Am1,5,4 WA + SA-NT  WA-SA-NT NSW-ACT VIC-TAS QLD 
WA SA-NT 

NSW-ACT VIC-TAS QLD 
WA-SA-NT RB1,5,4 = $3.6837 b RB1,8,4 = $6.722 b 

= RB1,8,5 + RB1,5,4 

4 3 Am1,4,3 NSW-ACT + VIC-TAS  NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS NSW-ACT VIC-TAS QLD 
WA-SA-NT 

NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS QLD 
WA-SA-NT RB1,4,3 = $3.8705 b RB1,8,3 = $10.593 b 

= RB1,8,4 + RB1,4,3 

3 2 Am1,3,2 NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS + QLD  NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS-QLD NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS QLD 
WA-SA-NT 

NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS-QLD 
WA-SA-NT RB1,3,2 = $4.9708 b RB1,8,2 = $15.563 b 

= RB1,8,3 + RB1,3,2 

2 1 Am1,2,1 NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS-QLD + WA-SA-NT  AWSS NSW-ACT-VIC-TAS-QLD 
WA-SA-NT AWSS RB1,2,1 = $4.0165 b RB1,8,1 = $19.580 b 

= RB1,8,2 + RB1,2,1 

  Four Relative Benefit Estimates 

RB Estimate RB1(j)     Formula and Estimate    

RB1(1)     RB1(1) = RB1,8,1 = $19.58 b    

RB1(2)     RB1(2) = RB1,8,3 + 2RB1,3,2 = $10.593 b + (2 × $4.9708) = $20.53 b    

RB1(3)     RB1(3) = RB1,8,4 + 3RB1,4,3 = $6.722 b + (3 × $3.8705) = $18.33 b    

RB1(4)     RB1(4) = RB1,8,5 + 4RB1,5,4 = $3.038 b + (4 × $3.6837) = $17.77 b    

Note:  Table 10-11 is Table 10B-6 in Appendix 10B 
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Rationales Supporting the PA Technique 
 
A number of rationales underlying the PA technique have already been described earlier in this 

section, and several further rationales will now be briefly described. 

 
For the 8ST regression set, the LR technique fixed or overhead expenditure (FOE) coefficients 

ALR represent a simple average of the FOE levels of all eight STUs considered, whereas it can 

be soundly argued that the five mainland States and the larger and more populous STUs 

generally clearly provide much more significant insights into the DNC model than can be 

provided by the three least populous STUs in TAS, ACT and NT, and should hence be assigned 

a heavier weighting in the RB estimation process and all underlying numerical techniques.  The 

11 regression sets themselves, through their general bias towards the larger and more populous 

STUs, ensure that the larger STUs have greater influence on DNC model RB estimates than the 

smaller STUs.  The PA technique similarly assigns heavier weighting to the more populous 

STUs, whilst at the same time seeking to obtain realistic estimates for the relative benefits 

possible if TAS, ACT and NT amalgamated with VIC, NSW and SA respectively. 

 
The role of the five mainland States in the PA technique is akin to the benchmarking task played 

since 1936 by the standard States in Commonwealth Grants Commission methodologies, 

though these standard States at different times have comprised (1) just NSW and VIC, (2) just 

VIC and QLD, (3) NSW, VIC and QLD, (4) NSW, VIC, QLD and SA, and (5) all six States 

(CGC 1995: xiii, 83-106, 143-145; 1999: 469).  In terms of scale, the five mainland States are 

large enough to resemble and provide realistic insights into an Australia-wide single State, 

whereas TAS, ACT and NT are probably simply too small to provide any such meaningful 

insights. 

 
Whilst the practice of extrapolation is relied upon in numerous fields such as ballistics and all 

estimations of future outcomes, it is acknowledged that the extrapolations used in the regression 

techniques give rise to doubts, though, as noted above, the non-linear regression techniques can 

be used to provide at least some indication as to whether linear regression RB estimates are 

more likely to be over-estimates or under-estimates.  Whereas the regression technique RB 

estimates are based on extrapolations of regression lines and curves from the NSW population 

level out to the Australia-wide population, the PA technique reduces the need for extrapolation 

by forming amalgamated units which, with each successive amalgamation step, become 

increasingly populous.  By the final amalgamation step, the more populous of the two remaining 

STTUs will have a population at least half that of Australia as a whole. 
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Several Commonwealth Grants Commission papers have acknowledged that the different STUs 

probably have differing FOE levels.  A South Australian submission, in response to the 

Commission's 2001 discussion paper on administrative scale, "assumes that the policy and core 

administrative responsibilities are not the same for all States, but depend on the size of the 

population", and hence "theorises that fixed costs are not the same for all jurisdictions but are 

lumpy or incremental" and "could, arguably, be different for each State" (CGC 2002: 10): 

Thus a very small jurisdiction would forego curriculum development and piggyback on the work 
done by other jurisdictions; their legislatures would have fewer representatives.  In South 
Australia's view, the 1999 Review assumption of the same level of fixed costs for the less 
populous States is incorrect ... 

 

The Commission acknowledges the South Australian position as above and accepts that "the less 

populous States tend to have smaller legislatures than the larger States", but considers the South 

Australian view "problematic, both theoretically and practically", defends the notion of a 

minimum sized legislature, and states that "it is difficult to know where to draw the line below 

which States are not entitled to the same minimum level of central office and State-wide 

services as other States" (CGC 2002: 10).  The PA technique has been largely inspired by 

concerns similar to those arising in these South Australian and CGC assessments.  The South 

Australian position is supported by empirical and theoretical research which shows evidence of 

significant scale thresholds in public service provision and commercial activity generally, noting, 

for example, the opportunities that arise for quantity discounts with large purchases (Horngren 

1996: 370; 2000: 342-344).  Further support for this South Australian position comes from New 

South Wales input to the Commission which claimed that minimum variable costs can be 

incurred once certain scale thresholds, or critical masses, are exceeded which make a particular 

service viable (CGC 2003: 8): 

New South Wales also suggested that the Commission was confusing the concept of fixed cost, 
on which the administrative scale factor is based, with the concept of minimum variable cost. It 
said that fixed costs were unavoidable costs that must be incurred, regardless of the volume of 
services provided (determined by the size of the population being serviced). On the other hand, 
minimum variable costs occurred in respect of services that did not have a fixed cost component. 
They occurred because of the need to have a critical mass before the service became viable. New 
South Wales urged the Commission to bear in mind the distinction between fixed cost and 
minimum variable cost when the results of the current data collection were examined. It 
considered that no administrative scale disabilities should be assessed for most States in respect 
of functions which have a minimum, as opposed to a fixed, cost component. 

 

Further evidence that STUs have differing FOE levels, as noted previously (Drummond 2002: 

51), arose in a study by Renfrow et al. (1998: 337) which found that the numbers of Senior 

Executive Service (SES) Managers in State, Territory and Commonwealth public services in 

1995 were as shown in Table 10-12 below. 
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Table 10-12:  Senior Executive Service Numbers in 1995 

Political Unit Number of SES Managers 
NSW 1217 
VIC 641 
QLD 510 
WA 368 
SA 202 

TAS 97 
ACT 127 
NT 163 

State-Territory Sub-total 3325 
Commonwealth 1727 

Australia-wide Total 5052 
 

Regression techniques which treat STU FOE levels as regression variables could also be used to 

further assess the variability of FOE levels across the STUs.  Appendix 10E demonstrates how 

FOE levels can vary across STUs and may generally be larger for more populous STUs if the 

expenditure patterns of regional sub-divisions within STUs follow certain assumptions. 

 

Historical Support for STU Amalgamations 
 
Definitive historical support for the progressive amalgamation concept is provided in the plan 

set out by NSW Premier Sir George Dibbs', in his 12 June 1894 letter to Victorian Premier Sir 

James Patterson, for the "Unification of New South Wales and Victoria as a preliminary to 

complete Australian Union", as described in Chapter 3 and Appendices 3A and 3B.  Dibbs 

suggests in this letter that "it would be easier first to completely unify the interests of the two 

great colonies of Victoria and New South Wales, and then to attract neighbouring colonies 

within the sphere of our extended influence", though he adds that "if our neighbours should elect 

to unite with us forthwith, I quite admit they should be welcomed cordially".  Quick and Garran 

(1901: 156) observed further that: 

Sir George Dibbs, of course, was not the first apostle of unification – an idea which really meant 
little more than undoing the work of separation and re-establishing the earlier complete unity.  
Sir John Robertson – a typical New South Wales anti-federalist – had always expressed his 
willingness to welcome Victoria back as a "repentant child;" and there is reason to believe that 
even Sir Henry Parkes, at the very outset of his career, had some leaning to a complete 
amalgamation. 

 

As described more fully in Appendix 3A, transcripts of the Federation debates show that 

William Lyne (NSW), Bernhard Wise (NSW), George Reid (NSW), Sir John Downer (SA) and 

Sir Richard Baker (SA) all expressed support for Unification, or "amalgamation" in Downer's 

words (as quoted at the beginning of this section), a fact which has seldom been recognised, 

despite recent efforts to clarify such truths (see for example Crisp 1980; Botsman 2000).  Serle 
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(1969: 46) observes further that Melbourne Age newspaper proprietor David Syme in 1886 

"recommended amalgamation of Victoria and South Australia as the latter's answer to its current 

depression".  Constitutional historian A.C.V. Melbourne (1963: 336) refers to an even earlier 

plan in the 1840s to amalgamate the Port Phillip District and the colony of South Australia: 

Lord Stanley had evidently objected to the multiplication of separate governments in Australia, 
for Mercer also suggested that, if it should be inexpedient to create a government in the Port 
Phillip District, union with the free province of South Australia would be preferable to union 
with a convict colony like New South Wales. 

 

The amalgamation of NSW and VIC has been proposed in recent years as an alternative to the 

plan to create a single local government for Albury-Wodonga (see, for example, Greenhow 2001) 

that was jointly announced by the NSW and VIC governments in 2001, but since abandoned. 

 
Commenting on the proposal to make NT a State, the Adelaide Advertiser Editorial on 21 

August 1998 stated that: 

Instead of becoming a fully-fledged State of fewer than 200,000 people, it would make much 
better sense for the NT to rejoin SA. After all, we are supposed to be working on a common 
railway and other links, and we have got this far without having to turn Shane Stone, the NT 
Chief Minister, into a premier. In the same way, it would make sense for Tasmania (population 
473,000) to become part of Victoria, and the ACT (population 309,000) part of NSW, by which 
it is surrounded. 

 

Proposals to reabsorb most or all of the land territory and governmental functions of the ACT 

back into NSW regularly appear in the Canberra Times newspaper (see, for example, Lawson 

2003: 9; Stone 2003: 16; Connor 2005: B6; Kershaw 2005a: 14; 2005b: 12; 2006a: 22; 2006b: 

29; Hingee 2006a: 10; 2006b: 29; 2006c: 18).  Hingee (2006a: 10) supports a Fewer States type 

model through STU amalgamation, as follows: 

I would prefer that if there were to be any states at all, then they be reduced to four with the ACT 
joining NSW, the Northern Territory joining Queensland, Tasmania joining Victoria and South 
Australia joining Western Australia. We would then achieve critical mass in economic terms and 
get rid of some state governors and expensive, duplicated machinery of government. 

 

Victorian and Tasmanian newspapers have similarly reported support for plans to amalgamate 

Tasmania and Victoria (see, for example, Sunday Herald Sun 1998: 3; Crosby 2000: 14; Barns 

2006: 21; see also Felmingham 2006: 19). 

 
 
The Use of DNC Model Estimates for NCL and FTC Models  
 
The regression techniques described above are designed to estimate the relative benefits 

RBDNC,CAT of the DNC model that would arise if Australia's eight States and Territories 
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horizontally integrated into an Australia-wide single STTU (AWSS), as illustrated in Figure     

10-11 below (and Figure 9-1 in Chapter 9).  These RBDNC,CAT estimates are employed as 

RBNCL,CAT estimates in Chapter 12 for Unification (NCL) models, and as RBFTC,CAT estimates in 

Chapter 13 for Functional Transfer (FTC) models, but will less than perfectly estimate 

RBNCL,CAT and RBFTC,CAT because DNC estimates are not designed to take into account the 

additional benefits possible (1) if costs associated with State and Territory borders – as 

described in Chapter 3 – could be reduced or eliminated through Unification or functional 

transfers, and (2) through vertical integration.  Border costs were considered in Chapter 3 (and 

Appendices 3H, 3I and 3J), but are not systematically taken into account by any models defined 

and analysed in this thesis.  Vertical integration benefits were also considered in Chapter 3 (and 

Appendix 3K), but the relative benefits achievable through vertical integration from the DNC 

model to the NCL model are not estimable using regression analyses as is possible for the 

horizontal integration process leading to the DNC model, and do not appear to be estimable 

using any simple technique.  Relative benefit estimates RBDNC,CAT obtained for DNC models are 

therefore used herein for NCL and FTC models pending further research into the benefits 

possible through vertical integration and the border costs which could be overcome through 

Unification or functional transfers. 

 
This section describes the relationship between DNC, NCL and FTC estimates and explains why 

the RBDNC,CAT estimates used for NCL and FTC models are likely to under-estimate the true 

values of RBNCL,CAT and RBFTC,CAT but generally provide reasonably accurate estimates. 

 
Figure 10-11 below describes the relationship between Australia's current (CU) government 

structure and the two Unification models (DNC and NCL) considered herein, and shows that the 

relative benefit RBNCL,CAT for complete Unification to the NCL model can be constructed as the 

sum of (1) the DNC model horizontal integration relative benefit RBDNC,CAT and (2) the 

additional relative benefit of the vertical integration process transforming from the DNC model 

to the NCL model.16  This relationship can also be described by the following rearrangement of 

formula [10.15]: 
 

        Y,EST,LEV,CAT],NCLDNC[ TY,EST,LEV,CAT,DNCY,EST,LEV,CAT,NCL M
RBRBRB →+=  ...[10.101a] 

 

or, in simplified notation, omitting most subscripts: 
 

 RBNCL,CAT = RBDNC,CAT + RBDNC→NCL,CAT  ...[10.101b] 
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Figure 10-11:  Australia's Current (CU) Model and Unification (DNC and NCL) Models 
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Figure 10-12 below provides a graphical illustration of [10.101b], where the RBDNC→NCL,CAT 

component could in some cases be a negative quantity. 

 
Figure 10-12:  Relationship between RBDNC,CAT and RBNCL,CAT 

              + RBDNC→NCL,CAT

                      
RBNCL,CAT = RBDNC,CAT         

                      
 

For the 15 expenditure categories (CAT) in the CATGOV subset as defined in Chapter 7, these 

being the single functions and multi-function combinations within GOV (EDU, HEA, 2FC, 3FC, 

and so on), Figures 10-11 and 10-12, and formulas [10.101a] and [10.101b] apply for FTC 

models as well as NCL models, as in Figure 10-13 and formula [10.102] below. 

 
Figure 10-13:  Relationship between RBFTC, RBNCL and RBDNC 
for CATs in CATGOV 

              + RBDNC→NCL,CAT

             
= RBDNC,CAT        RBFTC,CAT 

= RBNCL,CAT  
             

 

 RBFTC,CAT = RBNCL,CAT = RBDNC,CAT + RBDNC→NCL,CAT  ...[10.102] 

for CATs in CATGOV 

 
The RBFTC,CAT estimates in Chapter 13 are identical to the corresponding RBNCL,CAT estimates in 

Chapter 12 as a result of the equality of RBFTC,CAT and RBNCL,CAT illustrated in Figure 10-13 and 

[10.102].  This equality reflects the government structure model classification system developed 

in Chapter 9, and can be explained using the example of the education function and expenditure 

category for which CAT = EDU.  The RBFTC,EDU estimate represents the relative benefit possible 

if EDU alone was transferred from State-Territory governments to the Commonwealth 

government to achieve a fully national education system, but this RBFTC,EDU amount should 

more or less exactly equate to RBNCL,EDU – the EDU component of the total relative benefit 

achieved if complete Unification took place to achieve an NCL model.  For both NCL and FTC 

models, the final RBFTC,EDU or RBNCL,EDU estimate can be constructed as the sum of the DNC 

estimate RBDNC,EDU and the vertical integration estimate RBDNC→NCL,EDU, as illustrated in 

Figures 10-11 through 10-13 above. 
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The DNC model hosts two Australia-wide governments – the Commonwealth and the Australia-

wide single STTU (AWSS) – and a private sector and overall economy subject to the laws and 

regulations of these two Australia-wide governments, so RBDNC→NCL,CAT could potentially be 

significant for private sector and public sector expenditure categories alike. 

 
For private sector expenditure categories, for which LEV = ALL applies, the NCL model 

estimate RBNCL,CATPRI represents the private sector relative benefit possible if the Australian 

private sector was regulated by a single national government, and local governments in their 

current form and number, but with no State-Territory type governments.  The DNC model 

estimate RBDNC,CATPRI similarly represents the private sector relative benefit possible if the 

Australian private sector was regulated by two Australia-wide governments in addition to local 

governments: the Commonwealth government and the Australia-wide single STTU of the DNC 

model.  Private sector businesses and individuals would be subject to duplicated regulatory 

burdens under the DNC model, and this could significantly impede the Australian economy as 

described in Chapter 5.  It is likely, therefore, that the DNC model RBDNC,CATPRI estimates 

obtained using the regression techniques described in this chapter will generally under-estimate 

the true values of RBNCL,CATPRI for Unification models. 

 
For public sector expenditure categories, the NCL model estimates RBNCL,CATPUB represent the 

public sector relative benefits possible in each public sector CAT if Unification took place to 

achieve national systems across all government functions, and the FTC model estimates 

RBFTC(F),CATPUB represent the benefits possible if one of more functional transfers, defined by the 

transfer set F, took place to achieve national systems under Commonwealth control.  The DNC 

model estimates RBDNC,CATPUB similarly represent the public sector relative benefits possible if 

Australia's current eight States and Territories horizontally integrated into the Australia-wide 

single STTU of the DNC model.  The DNC model hosts parallel Commonwealth and STL level 

systems of general government, education, health and so on, and two separate Commonwealth 

and STL fixed or overhead expenditure (FOE) components for each functional area.  The NCL 

models have single national systems and FOE components across all functional areas, and 

Functional Transfer (FTC) models also have single national systems and FOE components in 

each of the functional areas defined by their respective functional transfer sets F.  The vertical 

integrations of Commonwealth and STL level functions which give rise to NCL and FTC 

models therefore have the potential to achieve financial benefits above and beyond the benefits 

possible through horizontal integration to the DNC model alone, as described in Figures 10-11 
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through 10-13 above (and earlier in Chapter 3).  If FOEs for single national systems in NCL and 

FTC models exceeded the corresponding FOEs of the Commonwealth alone, and of individual 

State-Territory governments alone, but were well approximated by the sum of the 

Commonwealth FOE and the FOE of a single STU, as seems intuitively reasonable, then 

RBNCL,CAT and RBFTC,CAT would represent the gain achieved by reducing from eight STTUs to 

the single AWSS, and would approximately equal the sum of the FOEs of seven of the eight 

STUs.  But this multiple of seven STU FOEs aligns more or less exactly with the linear 

regression technique DNC model result [10.33] as above (if seven lots of the linear regression 

coefficient ALR accurately estimates this sum of seven STU FOEs), so the use of RBDNC,CAT 

estimates for NCL and FTC models would on this basis seem to be very sound.17 

 
 
Partial Total and Full Total Relative Benefit Estimates 
 
Six full total relative benefit estimates, or full totals for short, denoted by FTOTi for i = 1 

through 6, are defined here as aggregate estimates of the total relative benefit Australia-wide and 

economy-wide, across both public and private sectors, as follows: 
 

 RBAUS,MOD,FTOTi,EST,Y = RBAUS,MOD,CATPRI-MAJ-i,ALL,EST,Y  

     + RBAUS,MOD, CATPUB-MAJ-i,ALL,EST,Y ...[10.103a] 

 
or, omitting common subscripts AUS, MOD, EST and Y: 
 

 RBFTOTi = RBCATPRI-MAJ-i,ALL + RBCATPUB-MAJ-i,ALL   ...[10.103b] 

 
Six partial total relative benefit estimates, or partial totals for short, denoted by TOTi for i = 1 

through 6, are similarly defined by the expression: 
 

 RBAUS,MOD,TOTi,EST,Y = RBAUS,MOD,CATPRI-MAJ-i,ALL,EST,Y 

     + RBAUS,MOD, CATPUB-MAJ-i,STL,EST,Y ...[10.104a] 

or, omitting subscripts: 
 

 RBTOTi = RBCATPRI-MAJ-i,ALL + RBCATPUB-MAJ-i,STL   ...[10.104b] 

 
The six full totals and six partial totals are based on the six combinations of the two most 

inclusive public sector expenditure categories (TPS and GOV) and the three most inclusive 

private sector expenditure categories (GPP, PFD and HFC), as in Table 10-13 below: 
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Table 10-13:  Public and Private Sector Components of Full and Partial Totals 

i FTOTi TOTi 
Private Sector Component 

CATPRI-MAJ-i 
Public Sector Component 

CATPUB-MAJ-i 
1 FTOT1 TOT1 GPP TPS 
2 FTOT2 TOT2 PFD TPS 
3 FTOT3 TOT3 HFC TPS 
4 FTOT4 TOT4 GPP GOV 
5 FTOT5 TOT5 PFD GOV 
6 FTOT6 TOT6 HFC GOV 

 

For the full total expressions [10.103a] and [10.103b], LEV is ALL for the private and public 

sector components alike because a consideration of all levels of government is necessary to 

achieve a complete total measure.  Also, as mentioned in Chapter 6 when government levels 

were first classified for use herein, ALL is the only level applicable to the private sector 

expenditure categories (CAT = CATPRI), but for public sector categories (CAT = CATPUB) the 

full total relative benefit, corresponding to LEV = ALL, is given as the sum of the LEV = CEN 

and LEV = STL components.  For the partial total expressions [10.104a] and [10.104b], LEV is 

ALL for the private sector component only, and STL for the public sector component.  Figure 

10-14 and expressions [10.105] through [10.108] below further illustrate the relationship 

between full totals and partial totals, and their components, using the example of FTOT1 and 

TOT1 based on the principal expenditure categories GPP and TPS. 
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Figure 10-14:  Relationship between the Full Total RBFTOT1 and the Partial Total RBTOT1 

 
   RBFTOT1 = RBGPP,ALL + RBTPS,ALL ...[10.105] 

                    

  Full total = RBFTOT1 = RBGPP,ALL + RBTPS,ALL 
                    
                    

 

   RBTOT1 = RBGPP,ALL + RBTPS,STL ...[10.106] 

                    

                    
  Partial Total = RBTOT1 = RBGPP,ALL + RBTPS,STL 
                    

 

   RBFTOT1 = RBTOT1 + RBTPS,CEN  ...[10.107] 

              + RBTPS,CEN 

                    
  Full Total = RBFTOT1 = RBTOT1  
                    

 

   RBTPS,ALL = RBTPS,STL + RBTPS,CEN ...[10.108] 

              + RBTPS,CEN   
                    
          RBTPS,ALL = RBTPS,STL       
                    

 
 
The generalised versions of [10.107] and [10.108] are as follows, again omitting common 

subscripts AUS, MOD, EST and Y: 
 

 RBFTOTi = RBTOTi + RBCATPUB-MAJ-i,CEN    ...[10.109] 
and 

 RBCATPUB-MAJ-i,ALL = RBCATPUB-MAJ-i,STL + RBCATPUB-MAJ-i,CEN ...[10.110] 

 
In [10.109] and [10.110] above, CATPUB-MAJ-i will be TPS for i = 1, 2 and 3, and GOV for i = 4, 

5 and 6, as in Table 10-13. 

 
Result [10.110] assumes that relative benefits for public sector CATs can be neatly and 

separately attributed to the central (CEN) level and State-Territory including local (STL) level 

without gaps or overlaps.  In practice, however, it will be difficult to avoid gaps and overlaps 
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when assigning relative benefits to one or other of the STL and CEN levels for public sector 

CATs, because some extent of relative benefit will in general relate to duplication between the 

CEN and STL levels in the current CU) government structure model – which could hence be 

attributed to either or both of the CEN and STL levels.  To overcome this problem, it will be 

assumed that relative benefits at the STL level relate to benefits that arise purely within the 

"horizontal plane" of the STL level.  All contributions to relative benefits that arise between the 

STL and CEN levels will be attributed to the CEN level. 

 
Full total and partial total RB estimates can be expressed in percentage terms using the 

following formulas, again omitting common subscripts AUS, MOD, EST and Y: 
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Full totals and partial totals can also be expressed in per capita terms, omitting common 

subscripts MOD and EST: 
 

Y,ALL,CAT,AUSY,ALL,CAT,AUS
Y,AUS

Y,FTOT,AUS
Y,FTOT,AUS i-MAJ-PUBi-MAJ-PRI

i
i
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P
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and 

Y,STL,CAT,AUSY,ALL,CAT,AUS
Y,AUS

Y,TOT,AUS
Y,TOT,AUS i-MAJ-PUBi-MAJ-PRI

i
i

rbrb
P

RB
rb +==  

           ...[10.114] 

 
This study is motivated by the hope that financial benefits achieved through government 

structure reform could be invested and generally exploited wisely, in ways that are mutually 

beneficial to private and public sectors alike and the Australian economy overall.  Expressions 

[10.103a] through [10.114] above are employed here as first order approximations based on the 

intuitively sound rationale that private and public sector benefit estimates can be added together 

to generate total economy-wide benefit estimates.18  It is fully acknowledged, however, that 

these partial total and full total expressions are bound to provide less than perfectly accurate 

measures of total economy-wide benefits across both public and private sectors, because of: (1) 

multiplier effects associated with interactions between (i) taxation, (ii) public and private sector 
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investment, (iii) public and private sector consumption, and (iv) public and private sector 

expenditure overall; and (2) overlaps and interactions between public and private sectors 

generally which make it impossible to fully differentiate between public and private sector 

activities and expenditures (see, for example, Wiltshire 1991: 17; Taylor and Moosa 2002: 296-

297; McTaggart et al. 2003: 531-547).  Further research could examine how formulas [10.103a] 

through [10.114] could be improved to better address multiplier effects and associated 

interactions between public and private sectors. 

 
Chapters 11 to 13 present partial total RB estimates obtained using the various per capita 

benchmarking and regression techniques described earlier in this chapter, but do not present full 

total estimates.  Full totals have been defined for completeness, but this thesis makes no further 

attempt to systematically estimate the RBCATPUB-MAJ-i,CEN components in [10.109] and [10.110] 

which represents the difference (1) between full total and partial total RB estimates, and (2) 

between ALL level public sector RB estimates and STL level public sector RB estimates, as 

shown in Figure 10-14 for the case of TOT1 and FTOT1.  Partial total RB estimates can, 

however, be interpreted as approximations of the corresponding full total RB estimates.  Such 

approximations should be perfectly accurate if RBCATPUB-MAJ-i,CEN is zero, but will become 

increasingly inaccurate as the magnitude of RBCATPUB-MAJ-i,CEN increases.  If RBCATPUB-MAJ-i,CEN 

is a positive quantity, as illustrated in Figure 10-14 for TOT1 and FTOT1, then the partial total 

will under-estimate the corresponding full total and hence err on the low (or negative) side.  If 

RBCATPUB-MAJ-i,CEN is negative, the partial total will over-estimate the full total and err on the 

high (positive) side. 

 
For Unification (DNC and NCL) models, for example, the RBCATPUB-MAJ-i,CEN component can be 

interpreted, more or less equivalently, as: (1) the general government (GOV) or total public 

sector (TPS) RB estimate for the process of vertical integration between CEN (Commonwealth) 

and STL (State-Territory including local) level public sectors; (2) the overall (public and private 

sector combined) RB estimate for the process of vertical integration between CEN and STL 

level public sectors (noting that public sector vertical integrations could have private sector 

financial implications); (3) the GOV, TPS or overall RB estimate for the transformation between 

the DNC model and the NCL model; and (4) a net measure of the costs of vertical duplication 

and vertical coordination between the CEN and STL level public sectors which are present in 

the DNC model but which could be avoided in the NCL model.  This RBCATPUB-MAJ-i,CEN 

component is therefore likely to be a positive quantity for Unification models, as illustrated in 
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Figure 10-14, and possibly significantly positive.  Partial totals are hence likely to under-

estimate the corresponding full total relative benefits for Unification models.  New States 

Current Local (NSC) models, however, host additional STTUs that could be expected to add to 

the extent and cost of vertical duplication and coordination between the CEN and STL levels, so 

RBCATPUB-MAJ-i,CEN is likely to be a negative quantity for NSC models, though probably only 

modestly negative.  Partial totals are hence likely to closely approximate but very slightly over-

estimate the corresponding full total relative benefits for New States models.19 

 
Chapter 3 examined various claims and estimates which provided insights into the costs of 

vertical duplication and coordination under Australia's current government structure, and the 

benefits possible through vertical integration in the process of Unification (see also Appendix 

3K), but these estimates are not considered complete or accurate enough to employ as estimates 

of the RBCATPUB-MAJ-i,CEN components needed to establish full total RB estimates for Unification 

models and other models assessed in this study.  Improved RBCATPUB-MAJ-i,CEN estimates could 

undoubtedly be established, however, through close examinations of Commonwealth, State and 

Territory government budgets and the use of analytical techniques that could quantify any 

economies or diseconomies of scope generated through vertical integration or disintegration 

between CEN and STL levels of government. 

 
Chapters 11 to 13 now present the RB estimates established using the estimation techniques 

described in this chapter. 

 


